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1

Introduction to Report

1.1

The purpose of this report is to define the principal markets in the Uganda telecommunications
sector and assess which of these are relevant for competition assessment by the UCC.

1.2

The scope of the report includes:
 Fixed and mobile telecommunications services;
 Retail services for residential and business consumers;
 Wholesale services supplied to other service providers; and,
 Access to infrastructure.

2

Structure of the Report

2.1

The report is divided into two main sections:
 Communications Market Definition (Sections 4 to 14): This section identifies and defines 23
separate markets in the Ugandan communications sector
 Relevant Market Assessment (Sections 15 to 38): Following the market definition, this section
assesses each of the 23 markets to determine whether they are relevant for SMP assessment

3

Approach

3.1

The approach taken to identify and define the markets incorporated insight from discussions with
industry stakeholders, analysis of sector data and international best practice.

3.2

The market definitions consider three dimensions: products and services, customer segmentation
and geography. Although it is possible to also include a temporal dimension in a market definition,
no evidence was found to support temporal distinctions in the markets that were studied.

3.3

The markets are delineated along economic boundaries on the basis of functionality and
substitutability. Where services are effective substitutes for each other, they are included in the
same market.

3.4

A set of criteria, agreed with the UCC, is used to identify and prioritise markets that are relevant for
competition assessment. The criteria are:
 A high-level assessment of the effectiveness of competition in the candidate markets;
 The relationships and dependencies between downstream retail markets and key inputs from
upstream wholesale markets;
 Relative value and size of the market;
 Potential for ex-ante regulation in the market, based on international benchmarking and the
likely insufficiency of ex-post intervention; and,
 Strategic relevance of the market to the development of the electronic communications sector
in Uganda.

3.5

A subsequent competition assessment will focus on a prioritized relevant markets to determine
whether or not there is evidence of significant market power (SMP).
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Communication Markets Definition
4

Communication Markets Definition: Introduction

4.1

In this section of the report we analyse the communications sector in Uganda and identify individual
markets. A total of 23 markets are identified, listed in the table below.

List of Candidate Telecommunications Markets

4.2

#

Market Name

#

1

Mobile Access, National Voice Calls and
SMS

13

2

PSTN Access, Local and National Voice
Calls from a Fixed Location

14

3

Outbound International Voice Calls

4

Broadband Internet Access from a
mobile terminal

16

5

Broadband Internet Access from a fixed
location

17

6

Business Dedicated Internet Access

7

National Leased Lines

8

International Leased Lines

9

Call Termination on Mobile Networks

10

Call Termination on Fixed Networks

11

SMS Termination

12

International Voice Transit and
Termination

15

18
19
20
21

Market Name
Internet Transit
International Transmission

Leased Line Trunk Segment
Leased Line Terminating Segment
Dark Fibre Trunk

Dark Fibre Access
Cell Site Passive Infrastructure

National Roaming
Mobile Network Access for MVNO

22

Mobile Platform Access for SMS-based
Applications

23

Mobile Platform Access for USSD-based
Applications

The major upstream and downstream relationships are represented in the figure below. Non-fibre
trunk has been excluded from the discussion as copper has largely been replaced by fibre in the
trunk segment for greater cost efficiency, reliability and bandwidth.
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Relationships between Candidate Telecommunications Markets

Source: Cartesian
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5

Mobile Telephony

Overview of Market
5.1

Mobile telephony enables calls and SMS services to be originated and received on mobile handsets.

5.2

Currently, there are approximately 20 million mobile subscriptions in Uganda. This represents a
penetration level of approximately 50% of Uganda’s population.

5.3

In 2013, the market generated approximately USD 686 million from voice services, representing 90%
of total mobile revenues (i.e. voice and data).1

5.4

The monthly mobile ARPU in Uganda is USD 3.28 in 2013, which is significant lower than the ARPU
in other African countries such as Kenya, Nigeria, South Arica and Tanzania (USD 5.09, USD 6.10,
USD 10.64 and USD 3.50 respectively).2

5.5

There are six mobile CSPs offering mobile telephony: MTN, Airtel, Orange, UTL, Smart and K2. At the
time of writing, Smile is currently trialling VoLTE (voice over LTE) services in Kampala although it has
yet to announce any commercial launch plans.

Products and Services
5.6

Mobile telephony services are typically offered as either prepaid or post-paid offerings. Prepaid
customers purchase credit for a specified amount, which can then be used for a certain number of
calls and other services (e.g. SMS). Post-paid customers enter into a longer term agreement with the
mobile provider, in which a fee is paid on a regular basis (usually monthly) in exchange for service
for the life of the agreement.

5.7

Technologies typically used to provide mobile telephony services include CDMA, GSM and W-CDMA
(3G). However, a technology-neutral approach is taken to market definition in the mobile sector.
Hence, no distinction is made between the technologies over which mobile services are provided.

5.8

Calls made over a mobile network may be “on-net” (i.e. between subscribers on the same network)
or “off-net” (i.e. between subscribers across two different networks). Figure 2, below, summarises
the main call types from the perspective of a mobile telephony user.

1
2

Source: Ovum, 2013.
Source: Ovum, 2013. Source: Monitor (Uganda), " Uganda telecoms have lowest revenue per user in EA - report “
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Summary of Mobile Telephony Markets

Source: Cartesian

Product Discussion
Prepaid and Post-paid Mobile Access
5.9

Mobile access is supplied under one of two contract types: prepaid and post-paid.

5.10

In general, prepaid rates tend to be aimed at a particular subset of customers (i.e. low use customers
and those who cannot afford a long term plan). Prepaid reduces the risk for the CSP as they pay for
their services before they consume them. This reduces the need for conducting credit checks on
customers, or for taking a deposit from them (as is done with post-paid in Uganda).

5.11

On the other hand, post-paid services are typically offered with promotional discounts (e.g. an
allowance of free minutes or texts) to encourage a long-term contractual commitment. Some
prepaid promotions may include allowances of free minutes or texts but this is typically a small
amount relative to post-paid.

5.12

On the supply side, prepaid and post-paid services are both capable of providing the same basic
functionality (i.e. voice calls, SMS, etc.).

5.13

There is some demand-side substitutability between the services for customers, as the per-unit
prices for prepaid and post-paid services are similar in Uganda and the services on each contract
type are identical in terms of quality and availability.

Copyright © 2014 Cartesian Ltd. All rights reserved.
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5.14

The only significant barrier to switching from prepaid to post-paid is that customers are required to
make a substantial deposit in order to sign up. When switching the other way, there is very little
barrier to obtaining a SIM and adding credit for services.

5.15

On the supply-side, it would be relatively easy for a service provider to enter the prepaid market
from the post-paid market, or vice versa. Most of the mobile CSPs in Uganda already offer both
services, so a shift in focus towards one particular service could be affected quickly and with little
additional cost.

5.16

For these reasons, we propose that prepaid and post-paid services be viewed as being in the same
mobile telephony market.

Mobile Access and Calling Markets
5.17

Mobile access and voice calls are complementary services, since customers need mobile access to
use mobile voice services.

5.18

Additionally, both products are bundled in the same offer.

5.19

We thus consider these services to be complementary and existing in a single market.

Mobile Voice Call and SMS Substitution
5.20

As both voice calls and SMS are a means of direct communication between two individuals, SMS
may be a suitable functional alternative to voice calls even if only for a subset of calls (i.e. SMS may
replace short voice calls, but not all calls).

5.21

However, data suggests that voice calls are largely preferred to SMS in Uganda, relative to other
countries. In the UK for example, the average mobile subscriber makes 176 minutes of voice calls
and sends 170 SMS per month. In Uganda, the figure is approximately 79 minutes of voice calls and
7 SMS per month.

5.22

This strong preference for voice calls over SMS at current market rates amongst Ugandan mobile
subscribers may be price-driven or contextual (e.g. an inherent difference in mobile usage). Without
further evidence, it is unclear whether a SSNIP in mobile voice calls would lead to significant
demand-side substitution of SMS for voice calls.

5.23

On the supply side, however, voice and SMS are bundled together by all mobile operators in Uganda.
When a prepaid customer buys airtime or a post-paid customers signs up for a contract, they are
implicitly offered SMS services by the CSP as the prepaid customer’s airtime can be used to send an
SMS and the post-paid customer is given an allowance of inclusive SMS to use as a part of their plan.
This strongly suggests that mobile CSPs see SMS and voice calls as substitutable.

5.24

In summary, there is evidence of supply-side substitutability and the potential for demand-side
substitutability. On balance, we conclude that mobile voice calls and SMS are in the same market.

VoIP and Instant Messaging over Mobile Broadband as Mobile Telephony Substitutes
5.25

VoIP or instant messaging (IM) over mobile broadband services are typically offered without any
guarantees regarding service level. This is because the providers of these services have no control
over the underlying mobile network. Consequently they are supplied on a “best efforts” basis.

Copyright © 2014 Cartesian Ltd. All rights reserved.
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5.26

These services can provide an adequate functional substitute for mobile voice calls and SMS while
also often cheaper, or even free, if used for on-platform communications (i.e. from one VoIP or IM
application user to another). The only costs in that case are for the mobile broadband connection
and for any data used for the calls or messages.

5.27

However, the low smartphone penetration in Uganda (compared to feature phones or basic mobile
terminals) means that demand for such applications is still low and it is not easily substitutable by
the majority of mobile subscribers.

5.28

Furthermore, these services do not provide a comparable level of reliability or quality versus mobile
telephony services in Uganda. This is due to their reliance on mobile data. At the time of writing, the
coverage and capacity of mobile data networks in Uganda is limited. As voice networks have more
extensive coverage, subscribers have greater opportunity to place a successful call, with satisfactory
quality, over the carrier voice network than a VoIP call over the carrier’s data network.

5.29

On the supply side, it is possible for a CSP to introduce their own rival VoIP or instant messaging
services over the data network, which suggests a degree of substitutability, though issues around
service coverage and quality remain.

5.30

However, it would be difficult and costly for a VoIP or instant messaging application provider to
enter the mobile market as this would require substantial capital investment (e.g. infrastructure
costs to become an MNO, cost of spectrum as an MNO) as well as access to very scarce spectrum.

5.31

Therefore, we do not consider VoIP over mobile broadband and instant messaging services to be
substitutable at this time, although this will be a potential issue to watch moving forward.

National and International Calls
5.32

In Uganda, mobile calls can be segmented according to destination – national and international calls.

5.33

Each service has distinct price characteristics based on the type of call that is made, with national
calls priced at a substantially lower level than international calls. Additionally, international calls vary
significantly by destination whereas national calls typically only vary along a few dimensions (on-net
vs. off-net and/or peak vs. off-peak).

5.34

International calling cards have been offered in Uganda before but were commercially unsuccessful
and now are no longer sold. Regardless, the existence of international calling cards provides
sufficient evidence that it is possible to unbundle international calls from the access market.

5.35

Due to pricing differences between national and international calls, and the ability to unbundle
access from international calls, it can be concluded that separate and distinct markets exist for retail
national calls and retail international calls.

Fixed and Mobile Calls Substitution
5.36

To determine whether fixed and mobile telephony are in the same market, it is necessary to assess
whether they are effective substitutes for each other.

5.37

Fixed and mobile telephony share several common attributes: both services are associated with a
unique phone number; both services enable end users to make and receive calls to/from other PSTN
end-points; and both services commonly have a usage based component to service billing. For a
personal consumer, the cost of fixed and mobile call are comparable.
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5.38

However, there are a number of important areas in which fixed and mobile services differ: mobile
access is not restricted to a fixed location; mobile services can be used whilst the user is on the
move; mobile terminals provide access to additional services such as messaging; and mobile lines
are typically associated with an individual whereas a fixed line may be shared between a number of
users that live or work at the same location.

5.39

Fixed line penetration in Uganda is low compared to mobile subscriptions. Fixed lines in Uganda are
primarily consumed by the business segment with limited uptake in the residential segment. The
most significant demand-side barrier to uptake in the residential segment is the cost (typically an
ongoing one) of owning a fixed line relative to the greater convenience of personal, mobile
communications.

5.40

Business premises are more likely to be connected to fixed telecommunications networks and fixed
phones are convenient for desk-based employees. From a network perspective, fixed line calls would
be expected to drop less frequently and call quality may be better. Fixed phones are also better
suited to shared locations such as meeting rooms.

5.41

The distinctive characteristics of fixed and mobile services and the manner in which they have been
adopted in Uganda suggests that fixed and mobile access are not close substitutes. In fact, there is
evidence to suggest that they are complementary services as many fixed line users also have a
mobile phone.

5.42

It is reasonable to believe that consumers would not switch from a mobile subscription to fixed line
in response to a SSNIP on mobile in a hypothetical monopolist mobile market given the former’s
inherent convenience and mobility.

5.43

Likewise, business users would be unlikely to abandon their fixed lines were a SSNIP applied in a
hypothetical monopolist fixed market given its call quality and reliability, and particular convenience
for desk-based employees.

5.44

On this basis, and for the reasons above, fixed and mobile access are defined as separate markets.

Effect of Mobile Money Services on Mobile Telephony
5.45

Mobile money has become a very popular service in Uganda and major mobile CSPs offer the service
to consumers bundled together with voice and SMS tariffs. Mobile money refers to the provision of
bank services (current account, balance check, money transfers, payments, etc.) via a mobile device.

5.46

Since a CSP’s mobile money service is always bundled with its mobile telephony services, and cannot
be substituted with one from another provider, it may exert influence on a consumer’s choice of
CSP. In this case, a customer may be more likely to use the voice and SMS services of a CSP that also
provides his or her mobile money services.

5.47

This dynamic thus affects the number of subscriptions a CSP has as well as their customers’ voice
and SMS usage. The existence of this dynamic is validated by mobile CSPs that have stated as much.

5.48

Thus we can conclude that mobile money services, while highly relevant to the discussion of
competitive constraints and issues in the retail mobile markets, do not affect the definition of those
markets themselves.

Copyright © 2014 Cartesian Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Geography
5.49

Despite gaps in mobile network coverage in Uganda, mobile services are offered on a national basis
with no geographic price differentiation.

5.50

Additionally, spectrum and service provider licenses are awarded on a national basis.

5.51

We thus find that the appropriate geographic market for mobile telephony is national.

Customer Segment
5.52

Mobile telephony is typically offered to both residential and business customers, with some price
discrimination between the two types of customers. Business tariffs in Uganda are actually very
similar to residential/personal post-paid plans, with a monthly subscription fee and marginally
cheaper per-unit rates as compared to prepaid tariffs.

5.53

Business purchases of mobile connections may allow for service level agreements to be negotiated
between the CSP and the purchaser, if there is sufficient countervailing buyer power. Residential
agreements are always on a best-efforts basis.

5.54

However, take-up of these services is too insignificant amongst business customers to justify the
existence of separate markets for residential and business customers. Given that mobile service
offered is functionally the same for both customer segments, the residential and business offerings
are largely substitutable.

5.55

We therefore find there to be a single customer market for residential and business users.

Conclusion
5.56

We have found that prepaid and post-paid mobile telephony to be in the same market.

5.57

Furthermore, we found that mobile access and national voice calls are in the same market.

5.58

We additionally found that SMS is a viable substitute for a subset of voice calls (i.e. short calls).

5.59

We have excluded VoIP over mobile broadband and instant messaging from any mobile telephony
market definition as they are not considered viable substitutes to mobile telephony at present.

5.60

Finally, we have identified fixed and mobile telephony as separate markets and fixed and mobile
international calls as a distinct market.

5.61

Based on these findings, we conclude that there is a national retail market, defined as follows:
Mobile Access, National Voice Calls and SMS: This market includes subscription to a Ugandan mobile
network for making and receiving calls/SMS and the associated outbound national calling and
messaging services. These services are offered on a national basis to both residential and business
customers.

Copyright © 2014 Cartesian Ltd. All rights reserved.
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6

Mobile Internet Access

Overview of Market
6.1

Broadband Internet access from a mobile terminal market is still relatively small in Uganda. The
service generated a total revenue of USD 94 million in 2013 (compared to USD 510 million in Kenya
and USD 2.2 billion in South Africa), representing only 12% of total mobile revenues.3

6.2

In 2013, there were more than 3.6 million mobile Internet subscriptions – compared to
approximately 100,000 fixed lines during the same period. However, mobile data is a fast growing
market and it is expected to grow significantly over the next five years. By 2019, it is estimated that
91% of mobile subscriptions in Uganda will be 3G or 4G.4

6.3

The suppliers of mobile broadband services in Uganda are MTN, Airtel, Orange, Smart (within its
own coverage area), K2 and Smile.

Products and Services
6.4

Mobile broadband services are used to access the Internet via a mobile web browser and/or to run
Internet-based applications on a mobile terminal.

6.5

A minimum data transmission rate of 256kbps is used as the threshold for the purposes of defining
the mobile broadband market in Uganda. This definition thus excludes technologies that are not
capable of offering downstream speeds of up to 256kbps to customers’ mobile terminals, such as
GPRS.5

6.6

Otherwise, a technology-neutral approach is taken to market definition in the mobile sector and no
distinction is made between the technologies over which mobile services are provided unless there
is a functional difference due to technical limitations or constraints.

6.7

Mobile broadband Internet is usually aimed at customers who want to connect to the Internet while
on the move, differentiating this from fixed services.

Product Discussion
Mobile and Fixed Broadband Substitution
6.8

The usage behaviour of mobile broadband differs significantly from that of fixed and fixed-wireless
broadband. Mobile access is more personal, used by an individual, in some cases, while he or she is
on the move.

6.9

Fixed users also typically have much higher bandwidth requirements and expectations than for
mobile because of the types of applications typically used on a fixed connection are more
bandwidth- and resource-intensive and/or are designed to be used with a stable Internet connection.

3

Source: Ovum, 2014.
Source: Ovum, 2014.
5
GPRS is a packet-oriented mobile data service that supports low bit rate services.
4
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6.10

From the supply-side perspective, the mobile market has considerable barriers to entry which
constrain supply-side substitution from fixed. These barriers include access to spectrum and the
investment required to build a mobile network.

USSD and Mobile Broadband Substitution
6.11

USSD supports limited data applications such as WAP browsing and messaging. It does not support
more complex mobile data applications or bandwidth-heavy multimedia content (e.g. video and
music streaming) as it has been designed for low resource, primarily text-based functionality.
Critically USSD does not allow direct access to the Internet.

6.12

USSD is therefore not a substitute service and is excluded from any market under mobile Internet
access.

Geography
6.13

Mobile spectrum and service provider licenses are awarded on a national basis.

6.14

Furthermore, mobile broadband services are priced nationally regardless of where they are used
from within Uganda.

6.15

Although none of the mobile networks used to supply mobile broadband in Uganda has ubiquitous
coverage, we fully expect MNOs to increase their coverage over time.

6.16

We thus find that the appropriate geographic market for mobile Internet access to be national.

Customer Segment
6.17

Mobile broadband Internet access is typically offered to both residential and business customers,
with little price discrimination or service difference between the two groups of customers.

6.18

While managed mobile broadband services exist with higher service levels at a higher price range,
these services do not appear to be widely supplied by mobile CSPs nor is there any significant uptake amongst business customers to justify the existence of separate markets for residential and
business customers.

6.19

We therefore find the customer market to be a single one for residential and business consumers.

Conclusion
6.20

We have concluded that mobile and fixed broadband are not substitutes for one another and exist
in distinct markets.

6.21

We have also excluded USSD-based services from any mobile Internet access markets.

6.22

We therefore find that there is one national retail market for mobile Internet access in Uganda,
defined as follows:
Broadband Internet Access from a Mobile Terminal: Broadband Internet access using a terminal
device via a cellular mobile network interface. Broadband is defined as Internet access that offers
downstream speeds of 256kbps or greater. This service is offered on a national basis and is available
to both residential and business customers.
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7

Cell Site Passive Infrastructure

Overview of Market
7.1

Mobile networks require towers and masts at cell sites on which to place the radio antennae. This
cell site passive infrastructure may be owned by the mobile operator or leased from supplier.
Suppliers in this market are commonly termed “tower companies”.

7.2

Cell site passive infrastructure (CSPI) is a relatively new market in Uganda. Until fairly recently, all
MNOs in the Ugandan market accessed CSPI (almost exclusively) through self-supply. This changed
in 2012 with the entry of two tower companies: ATC Uganda and Eaton Towers.

7.3

The tower companies purchased cell site infrastructure from a number of MNOs such as MTN and
Orange Uganda in sale-and-leaseback transactions. Under the terms of the deals, the CSPI assets
were transferred to the tower companies with the MNOs becoming tenants on the infrastructure
which they used to own. The proceeds of the sale has allowed MNOs to invest in upgrading their
network technologies, acquiring customers, growing service usage and increasing service quality.

7.4

Leasing the tower assets to the MNOs provides a predictable income stream for the tower
companies. The tower companies make additional revenues through ancillary services such as the
provision of power and security.

7.5

Tower companies are able to serve multiple MNOs with the same CSPI. Increasing the tenancy rate
of a tower drives tower company profitability, as the majority of costs are fixed.

7.6

Despite the large divestitures, the majority of MNOs still own and operate some CSPI. According to
the latest data, there are 1,933 cell sites being leased in Uganda out of a total of approximately 3000.

Products and Services
7.7

Tower leasing includes two main products: leasing tower space to accommodate radio antennae
and leasing ground space to accommodate a secure shelter in which to house the active electronics.

7.8

In addition to CSPI leasing, all tower companies offer ancillary services such as fuel logistics and
security.

Product Discussion
Leasing and Self-Supply Substitution
7.9

MNOs can access CSPI via self-supply or leasing. Leased infrastructure may come about via a saleand-leaseback transaction, or through entering lease agreements for specific towers that the tower
company owns.

7.10

The choice of whether to use self-supply or leasing is not an all-or-nothing decision. In some saleand-leaseback transactions, MNOs chose to retain certain CSPI assets. Furthermore, MNOs may
choose to build more towers following the sale-and-leaseback deal.

7.11

MNOs can make the decision to build vs. lease on a site-by-site basis; evaluation criteria will include
the relative costs, geographic location, height and time-to-deliver. In cases where an MNO requires
a site in an unserved location, it can either build its own tower or ask a tower company to build a
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new site for them (i.e. build-to-suit). Orange, for example, decided to go back to doing their own
rooftops as they found this to be more cost-effective than build-to-suit.
7.12

So, for incremental towers, it appears clear that there is a high degree of substitutability between
leasing and self-supply. This then leads us to the question of whether there is substitutability on a
macro-level, i.e. could a CSP chose to switch back to self-supply completely and migrate from leased
CSPI assets.

7.13

Our initial view is that such a move would be difficult. The CSP would need to identify and secure
alternative tower sites, raise a large capital sum to fund the construction and, last but by no means
least, relocate its radio network equipment.

7.14

The impact of this response on a tower company could be devastating in terms of loss of revenue.
However, from the CSP perspective, the time and cost involved in such a move may not be warranted
in response to a SSNIP. Switching some business to a different supplier or returning to partial selfsupply would be more likely and affords some countervailing buyer power.

7.15

We thus consider self-supply to be a viable substitute to the purchase of mobile infrastructure
services, or at least a strong constraint on the possibility of a SSNIP.

Cell Site and Broadcast and Urban Infrastructure Substitution
7.16

Wireless CSPs plan their radio networks to optimise the coverage and capacity of their services. TV
and radio broadcast towers are more sparsely distributed than mobile cell sites as TV and radio
signals tend to propagate further and are not constrained by consumer-driven capacity.

7.17

Hence, while some broadcast masts may be suitably located for use as a complement to existing
mobile infrastructure on a case-by-case basis, they are insufficient on their own and so are not a full
substitute for cell site infrastructure.

7.18

A similar argument can be made for urban infrastructure (such as rooftops). The majority of buildings
in Uganda are low-rise and, as such, are not well suited to placement of mobile antennae. The
exception is Kampala, where a number of high-rise buildings are sited.

7.19

These rooftop sites are used as a component of a wireless CSP’s overall radio network. However,
they are insufficient on their own and so are not a full substitute for cell site infrastructure.

7.20

As a result, we exclude broadcast and urban infrastructure as substitutes to cell site passive
infrastructure.

Geography
7.21

The service is offered nationally, in line with the needs and requirements of wireless CSPs.

7.22

Pricing is also broadly consistent on a national basis. There is some variation in pricing driven by
operating cost differences, mostly associated with topography and the economics of site acquisition
and operation in urban versus rural areas.

7.23

Licencing for the provision of infrastructure services is issued on a national basis.

7.24

We therefore find that mobile infrastructure services are supplied on a national basis.
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Customer Segment
7.25

The purchasers of these services are mobile and fixed-wireless PSPs and PIPs.

Conclusion
7.26

We include self-supply as a viable substitute for the provision of mobile infrastructure services.

7.27

We have also excluded broadcast and urban infrastructure as product substitutes.

7.28

We therefore find that there is one national wholesale market for mobile infrastructure in Uganda.
This is defined as follows:
Cell Site Passive Infrastructure: Access to mobile passive infrastructure (e.g. towers, rooftops) for the
purposes of deploying mobile network cell sites. This market is supplied nationally to licenced wireless
PSPs and PIPs.
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8

Fixed Telephony

Overview of Market
8.1

Fixed telephony enables calls to be originated and received on fixed telephone sets.

8.2

There were approximately 207,000 fixed connections in Uganda in 2013. The number of fixed
connections peaked at about 330,000 connections 2 years ago and has declined rapidly since then.
This represents a fixed telephony penetration rate of less than 1% of Uganda’s population.

8.3

There were approximately 275 million outgoing international voice minutes in 2013. This is a small
quantity relative to the 15.8 billion national voice minutes carried in the same period.

8.4

The CSPs offering retail fixed telephony in Uganda include MTN, Airtel, UTL, and Orange.

8.5

Access to fixed telephony services is not provided on a wholesale basis in Uganda. Current regulation
does not oblige CSPs to provide access.

Products and Services
8.6

The fixed telephony service comprises two main functions: (a) connection or access to the public
telephone network which is fixed at a particular geographic location; and (b) making and receiving
telephone calls or related services (e.g. fax) that may be subject to certain quality requirements.

8.7

Calls made over a fixed network may be on-net or off-net. Figure 3, below, summarises the main call
types from the perspective of a fixed telephony user.

Summary of Fixed Telephony Markets

Source: Cartesian
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8.8

Historically, fixed telephony services have been provided using a circuit-switched network
infrastructure. The extent to which effective substitutes for telephony calls are available (e.g. VoIP
over a broadband network) has a bearing on the definition the markets in relation to fixed telephony
services. The ability of these services to act as effective substitutes to traditional fixed telephony
services will also depend on whether they are able to interconnect with the PSTN.

8.9

Further, the extent to which mobile services act as a possible substitute for fixed telephony services
has also been considered in defining the market for fixed telephony services.

Product Discussion
Fixed Access and Calling Markets
8.10

Fixed telephony services are commonly composed of two separate pricing components: a fixed
recurring line rental charge for access to the PSTN; and a tariff of usage-based charges for various
calling services (i.e. national and international calls) that are charged for outbound calls. These
calling charges are paid on top of the regular monthly access fee for use of a fixed telephony service.

8.11

A fixed line connection is complementary to the calling service provided over the fixed line. Without
fixed access fixed voice calls cannot be made, and without voice calls fixed access has no value other
than for receiving calls.

8.12

Lastly, the same infrastructure used to supply access to the PSTN is used to supply the calling services.

8.13

Therefore, we are of the view that there is a single market for PSTN access and calls.

National, International Calls
8.14

In Uganda, fixed calls can be segmented according to destination – national and international calls.

8.15

Each service has distinct price characteristics based on the type of call that is made, with national
calls priced at a substantially lower level than international calls. Additionally, international calls vary
significantly by destination.

8.16

International calling cards have been offered in Uganda before but were commercially unsuccessful
and now are no longer sold. Regardless, the existence of international calling cards provides
sufficient evidence that it is possible to unbundle international calls from the access market.

8.17

Due to pricing differences between national and international calls, and the ability to unbundle
access from international calls, it can be concluded that separate and distinct markets exist for retail
national calls and retail international calls.

VoIP over Broadband as Substitute
8.18

Managed VoIP allows for carrier-quality voice calls to be made over a managed broadband
connection also supplied by the managed VoIP CSP.

8.19

Managed VoIP guarantees similar call reliability and quality to fixed voice calls and is supplied as a
cheaper alternative to voice calls made over legacy platforms due to the cost savings to the CSP of
carrying traffic over its data network, which it can pass on to the customer in the form of lower
prices for voice calls.
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8.20

On the demand side, it is likely that customers view telephony services offered over PSTN as being
comparable to similar services provided via managed VoIP. Both services provide users with the
ability to make telephone calls (e.g. national, international), though specialised equipment (such as
an IP phone or gateway) is required, which is a costlier up-front investment for customers.

8.21

On the supply side, providers of fixed telephony services generally do not supply VoIP services as
demand for it is low in Uganda, given the costlier upfront investment required. It is possible that a
supplier would move between traditional fixed and VoIP calling services if a SSNIP occurred but there
is a limit on the amount of supply side substitution occurring for calling services.

8.22

Unmanaged VoIP services are VoIP calls made “over-the-top” or in other words, over retail
broadband Internet access provided by another CSP that does not guarantee call quality or reliability.
However these services do not offer the same range of services (e.g. fax).

8.23

While the services is usually free for calls made within the service (e.g. Skype to Skype calls), the
subscriber pays in the form of a fixed broadband access and data usage (typically out of their
inclusive allowance).

8.24

Thus, we consider only managed VoIP services as a sufficient substitute to fixed line telephony
services. As such, it will be considered as forming part of any fixed telephony market.

Business and Residential Service Substitution
8.25

We have also considered whether there are separate markets for business and residential fixed line
connections and calling services.

8.26

Demand for fixed line telephony is greatest in the business consumer segment, due primarily to the
ability and willingness to pay. Many businesses have a need for frequent calling by desk-based
employees.

8.27

Residential users have lower demand for fixed telephony service. Fixed telephony is a relatively
expensive service for Ugandans; it is available only in certain locations; and, mobile telephony has
become more widely established.

8.28

Business users, in general, have higher demands for call reliability and quality than residential
customers. Regardless of need, both customer segments are supplied with similar products for
analogue PSTN access.6

8.29

From a supply-side perspective, CSPs offering fixed telephony do not greatly differentiate their
offering for business and residential customers given that residential customers form a small part of
the market.

8.30

The substitutability of residential and business telephony from a demand and supply perspective
suggests that both of these customer segments are in the same market.

6

Businesses may alternatively seek ISDN access, or use leased lines to construct an internal private network for voice.
These cases are marginal and are not assessed further in this market definition.
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Fixed and Mobile Telephony Substitution
8.31

To determine whether fixed and mobile telephony are in the same market, it is necessary to assess
whether they are effective substitutes for each other.

8.32

Fixed and mobile telephony share several common attributes: both services are associated with a
unique phone number; both services enable end users to make and receive calls to/from other PSTN
end-points; and both services commonly have a usage based component to service billing. For a
personal consumer, the cost of fixed and mobile call are comparable.

8.33

However, there are a number of important areas in which fixed and mobile services differ: mobile
access is not restricted to a fixed location; mobile services can be used whilst the user is on the
move; mobile terminals provide access to additional services such as messaging; and mobile lines
are typically associated with an individual whereas a fixed line may be shared between a number of
users that live or work at the same location.

8.34

Fixed line penetration in Uganda is low compared to mobile subscriptions. Fixed lines in Uganda are
primarily consumed by the business segment with limited uptake in the residential segment. The
most significant demand-side barrier to uptake in the residential segment is the cost (typically an
ongoing one) of owning a fixed line relative to the greater convenience of personal, mobile
communications.

8.35

Business premises are more likely to be connected to fixed telecommunications networks and fixed
phones are convenient for desk-based employees. From a network perspective, fixed line calls would
be expected to drop less frequently and call quality may be better. Fixed phones are also better
suited to shared locations such as meeting rooms.

8.36

The distinctive characteristics of fixed and mobile services and the manner in which they have been
adopted in Uganda suggests that fixed and mobile access are not close substitutes. In fact, there is
evidence to suggest that they are complementary services as many fixed line users also have a
mobile phone.

8.37

It is reasonable to believe that consumers would not switch from a mobile subscription to fixed line
in response to a SSNIP on mobile in a hypothetical monopolist mobile market given the former’s
inherent convenience and mobility.

8.38

Likewise, business users would be unlikely to abandon their fixed lines were a SSNIP applied in a
hypothetical monopolist fixed market given its call quality and reliability, and particular convenience
for desk-based employees.

8.39

On this basis, and for the reasons above, fixed and mobile access are defined as separate markets.

Geography
8.40

Fixed line telephony services are offered nationally by CSPs subject to the coverage of their networks.

8.41

Voice call pricing is set on a national level and does not vary by originating location.

8.42

Lastly, licenses regulating the market are also issued on a national basis.

8.43

Thus we consider the market for any fixed telephony services to be national.
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Customer Segment
8.44

Both residential and business customers consume fixed telephony services.

Conclusion
8.45

Based on the way in which fixed access and voice calls are purchased, these are complementary
services that are considered in the same market.

8.46

Due to differing pricing characteristics and the ability to separate access from international calls,
international calls are considered to be a distinct market. This market includes international calls
originated from fixed lines and mobile.

8.47

Mobile access is not a substitute for fixed access. These services are therefore defined in separate
markets.

8.48

Lastly, managed VoIP services are included in the market definition whereas unmanaged VoIP
services (e.g. Skype) are excluded.

8.49

In conclusion, two distinct retail markets relating to fixed telephony in Uganda have been identified.
These are defined as follows:
PSTN Access and National Voice Calls from a Fixed Location: This market includes subscription to a
Ugandan fixed network for making and receiving PSTN calls and the associated outbound calling
services for national destinations. This service is offered nationally to residential and business
customers
Outbound International Voice Calls: This is the market for calls originating in Uganda and terminating
in foreign countries. This service is offered nationally to residential and business customers.
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9

Fixed Internet Access

Overview of Market
9.1

Fixed Internet access services provide Internet connectivity at a fixed location. We define Internet
access at 256kbps or above as broadband.

9.2

As of June 2013, there were 98,500 fixed broadband connections in Uganda. These connections
represent a fixed broadband penetration rate of less than 1% of the Ugandan population.

9.3

The number of fixed broadband connections is also a small fraction of the approximately 3.5 million
total broadband connections in Uganda, though it is likely that these connections do serve multiple
end-users versus mobile broadband connections that typically only serve one user per connection.

9.4

2014 service revenue from fixed broadband services is forecast to be approximately USD 105M.7
This would make it a significant contributor to the approximately USD 700M telecommunications
market in Uganda.8

9.5

The service is supplied by CSPs such as MTN, UTL, Airtel, Orange, Roke Telkom, One Solution, iWay
Africa, Africa Online and a number of other smaller CSPs and ISPs.

9.6

Suppliers may either have their own network, or buy access from other CSPs.

Products and Services
9.7

Broadband Internet access is usually understood to be a connection that provides access at data
transmission rates above a specific threshold.

9.8

The ITU defines broadband as having a minimum downstream data transmission rate of 256kbps.
This threshold will be used in this review to define broadband. As such, technologies that are not
capable of offering downstream speeds of up to 256 kbps are excluded.

9.9

A technology-neutral approach to the definition of fixed broadband markets in Uganda is used in
this discussion. Consequently, access can be provided using any of a number of technology groups
such as fixed line, fixed-wireless and mobile networks, where access is via a router or modem.

9.10

Some of the more common types of broadband access technologies include digital subscriber line
(DSL), cable networks, fibre to the premises, WiMAX and satellite. These technologies typically share
capacity in the access and/or aggregation network between customers. As such, the performance
of the service may fluctuate, with lower throughputs available at peak times.

9.11

High-speed Internet access can also be provided over dedicated access circuits. Dedicated Internet
access (DIA) is typically delivered using leased lines. Characteristics of DIA include symmetrical
upstream/downstream bandwidth and the potential for higher and more consistent throughput.
DIA is priced at a premium to broadband Internet access and is aimed at the business segment. DIA
may be offered with a superior service level versus broadband access.

7
8

Fixed Broadband Subscription and Revenue Forecast: 2014-19, Ovum, August 2014
UCC Annual Review 2012/13
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Product Discussion
Residential and Business Substitution
9.12

In Uganda, business customers primarily drive the demand for fixed Internet access. Fixed Internet
access is still relatively expensive in Uganda, largely due to the high cost of devices of that can utilise
fixed Internet access such as laptops and PCs, and so it is mostly limited to business customers and
wealthier residential customers.

9.13

In terms of supply, as with fixed telephony, the CSPs seldom differentiate at lower tiers of broadband
access between residential and business customers in their offerings and pricing, suggesting that
they view the market as including both business and residential customers.

9.14

Speed and quality of connection, network reliability and link security are seldom guaranteed when
using standard fixed broadband. For business customers that require managed quality, high levels
of uptime and private links, they usually opt for DIA with a higher upfront and ongoing cost. As a
result of this cost, CSPs only target DIA at business customers.

9.15

In terms of supply, DIA and broadband access have different characteristics with regard to service
levels and volumes. Whilst it is possible for a supplier to offer both, the two products will generally
be supported by separate support organisations focussed on either high quality or low cost.

9.16

Due to a lack of price discrimination between fixed broadband offerings, we conclude that there is
a market for broadband Internet access from a fixed location supplied to both residential and
business customers.

9.17

Furthermore, due to the demand and pricing characteristics of DIA services being relevant only to
businesses, we also conclude that there is a separate business-only market for Dedicated Internet
Access.

Mobile and Fixed Broadband Substitution
9.18

Fixed broadband users have specific needs for Internet access that a broadband Internet access via
a mobile terminal cannot satisfy. For example, it would not satisfy the requirement for reliable, highspeed connectivity for business applications or for a shared high-speed access point for several users
in a single location such as an office or a residence.

9.19

Additionally devices that lack built-in mobile connectivity (apart from Wi-Fi) will require a Wi-Fi
access point or direct wired connection in order to access the Internet; mobile terminals (such as
smartphones or mobile-ready tablets) used without a SIM will also require a Wi-Fi access point to
allow users to access the Internet.

9.20

Furthermore, the manner in which fixed and mobile CSPs in Uganda position their products for the
business and residential/personal consumer segments can be used as evidence of how suppliers
view the nature of the market.

9.21

Mobile CSPs do not market their mobile broadband solutions as a substitute for a fixed home
connection. These are instead aimed at customers with smartphones and/or tablets, and addresses
concerns about speed as well as coverage and reliability of service.
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9.22

Fixed CSPs, on the other hand, focus primarily on the speed of the connection, as coverage is not an
issue given the use of the service in a fixed location. The reliability of the service is also not a key
differentiator.

9.23

On the supply side, a SSNIP of fixed broadband Internet access would be sufficient for a mobile CSP
to consider offering fixed broadband services via a mobile broadband router or a fixed-wireless
network, both of which are already included as part of the market definition.

9.24

Thus we find that substitution between fixed broadband and mobile (in terms of broadband access
form a mobile terminal) is limited and that these are separate markets.

9.25

Furthermore, we have included fixed wireless broadband services and fixed broadband via wireless
routers in the definition of fixed broadband.

Satellite Broadband Services as a Substitute
9.26

Satellite Internet and data access is significantly more expensive than a comparable fixed Internet
access offering. Therefore, even a SSNIP of fixed broadband is not sufficient to make satellite
broadband access attractive as a substitute to consumers. Furthermore, satellite broadband speeds
and latency are limited even though its reach is greater within Uganda.

9.27

The purchase of satellite data access only makes sense in regions where a fixed or fixed-wireless
network is not present or viable. Thus, satellite broadband CSPs do not advertise their services in
areas already served by fibre or fixed-wireless networks as they cannot compete on price or speed
in these areas.

9.28

Additionally, CSPs that offer fixed-network Internet services often sell satellite data access as a
redundant or backup connectivity service to businesses. This suggests the supply-side view of
satellite data access as being complementary to fixed Internet access rather than a substitute.

9.29

Given the lack of demand- and supply-side substitutability, satellite broadband Internet access is
excluded from any market definition under fixed Internet access.

Geography
9.30

Fixed broadband CSPs appear to make their commercial decisions on a national scale. Fixed
broadband prices are also set uniformly across Uganda regardless of the location from which it is
used. Furthermore, CSP licenses regulating the services are issued on a national basis.

9.31

However, there exist geographies in Uganda where fixed broadband is supplied by only one
wholesale and/or retail supplier, typically satellite providers or fixed wireless providers. These areas
may exhibit fundamentally different competitive characteristics from most other geographies, and
may require separate consideration.

9.32

In a market assessment, sub-national markets may be defined where the competitive characteristics
are significantly different. This geographic segmentation would need to be carried out using detailed
data and analysis to identify areas in which there is a monopoly supplier to the market.

9.33

We therefore recommend that the market be considered national in scope until such time that
further analysis is conducted.
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Customer Segment
9.34

Fixed broadband Internet access appears to be supplied to and used by both business and residential
customers. The majority of customers are in the business segment.

9.35

Dedicated Internet access on the other hand is supplied only to business customers.

Conclusion
9.36

We have determined that there are separate markets for broadband Internet access from a fixed
location and Dedicated Internet Access in Uganda.

9.37

Additionally we have found that mobile and fixed broadband are separate and distinct markets.

9.38

Finally, we have excluded broadband Internet access delivered via satellite from any fixed
broadband market definition.

9.39

Therefore, we define two separate national retail markets for fixed Internet access in Uganda:
Broadband Internet Access from a Fixed Location: Internet access via a broadband connection at a
fixed location. Broadband is defined as Internet access that offers downstream speeds of 256kbps or
greater. This service is offered on a national basis to business and residential customers.
Business Dedicated Internet Access: Internet access via a dedicated connection from the end-user to
the ISP with symmetrical upstream/downstream bandwidth. The service is offered on a national basis
to businesses.
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10 Business Leased Lines
Overview of Market
10.1

The small size of the potential target demographic in Uganda (i.e. medium and large enterprises in
Uganda with offices in two or more locations) limits the value of the retail leased line market.

10.2

There are approximately 500,000 businesses registered in Uganda. Of these, those with more than
20 employees represent only 21% of the total. There are also very few multinational enterprises
present in the country (less than 1% of total registered businesses).9

10.3

The suppliers of retail leased lines are MTN, UTL, Airtel, Orange, Roke Telkom, One Solution, iWay
Africa, and other smaller fixed broadband and data CSPs.

10.4

Leased lines are available on both a retail and wholesale basis in Uganda, though not all CSPs offer
both.

Products and Services
10.5

Business customers that require private connections with deterministic performance between two
sites in Uganda will purchase national leased line services from CSPs.

10.6

Leased lines are usually supplied by means of fibre-optic cables, but may also be supplied using
microwave and satellite technology.

Product Discussion
Leased Line to Broadband Services Substitution
10.7

From a demand perspective, a potential substitute to leased lines are Internet-based IP VPNs. A
business requiring connectivity between two sites could procure Internet access (either broadband
or DIA) at each site and then establish a virtual private connection between the sites over the public
Internet using a secure tunnelling technology such as SSL.

10.8

Internet-based IP VPNs can meet the criteria for privacy when properly secured. However as these
connections traverse the public Internet, the performance – in terms of throughput, packet loss and
packet delay – is not deterministic. Because of this, Internet-based IP VPNs are not suitable for
certain leased line applications such as carrying TDM voice.

10.9

Consequently, broadband Internet services are not considered to be effective substitutes for leased
lines.

National and International Leased Lines
10.10 In terms of demand-side substitution, national and international leased lines fulfil separate needs
and cannot be used interchangeably. Business customers that require a private and permanent
communications link between Uganda and a foreign country will opt for an international leased line.

9

Uganda Bureau of Statistics Census of Business Establishments, 2011
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10.11 As such, we consider that national and international leased lines to be distinct, separate retail
markets.

Geography
10.12 The market for leased lines is formed by individual markets based on specific routes. However, from
a supply-side perspective, the decision to enter a market is less dependent on specific routes, but
on the potential to connect multiple locations by offering a variety of routes.
10.13 From a pricing perspective, national routes are typically prices on a per kilometre or capacity basis,
meaning that the specific route and its geography is irrelevant when considering the market as a
whole.
10.14 Licences for CSPs offering any kind of retail leased line services are issued on a national basis.
10.15 Consequently, we consider the markets to be national.

Customer Segment
10.16 Leased line services are designed to meet the needs of business customers. The services are supplied
to businesses in Uganda and not residential customers.
10.17 We thus find the appropriate customer segment for leased lines to be businesses.

Conclusion
10.18 Broadband Internet access was not found to be a suitable substitute for leased lines.
10.19 Additionally, the provision of national and international leased lines services are considered to be
separate and distinct markets in Uganda.
10.20 We therefore find that there are two retail markets for leased lines in Uganda. These are defined as
follows:
National Leased Lines: A leased line provides a dedicated, permanent, symmetrical connection
between two end-points. This market includes retail leased lines where both end-points are located
in Uganda.
International Leased Lines: A leased line provides a dedicated, permanent, symmetrical connection
between two end-points. This market includes retail leased lines where one end-point is located in
Uganda and the other end-point is in a foreign country.
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Market Definition: Wholesale Communications Markets
11 Mobile Network and Platform Access
Overview of Market
11.1

As of 2014, there are a few notable mobile network and platform service agreements in place in
Uganda.

11.2

UTL supplies national roaming services to a relatively new entrant, Smart Telecom.

11.3

Orange provides MVNO hosting to K2 Telecom, which in turn offers retail mobile services.

11.4

Aggregators such as Yo! Uganda and SMS One offer SMS and USSD aggregation services, and access
to these platforms can directly be offered by mobile CSPs as well.

Products and Services
11.5

Access to mobile telephony, data, broadband and platform services can be provided on a wholesale
basis. Typical applications of this access are to host an MVNO (mobile virtual network operator), to
support mobile applications, or to extend the network coverage of another MNO by means of
national roaming.

11.6

An MVNO can leverage the network infrastructure of an MNO and use its own sales and marketing
to offer competitive retail plans to consumers. By hosting an MVNO, an MNO can improve the
utilisation and revenue generation of its network infrastructure; the MVNO can target niches and
high value customer segments often ignored by the MNOs to create a sustainable business.

11.7

Typically MVNOs access voice, data and SMS services from a single MNO network.

11.8

National roaming on the other hand is typically supplied by one MNO to another MNO. Typically,
the MNO requesting national roaming is in the process of building out its network infrastructure and
wants to ensure that its customers have nationwide coverage while this deployment is carried out.
Alternatively, national roaming may be supplied on a more-permanent basis, to provide coverage in
areas where the MNO buying the service does not wish to build out its own network.

11.9

Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) and SMS are similar, but distinct, communications
platforms that are used to provide services to consumers via their mobile terminals.

11.10 Third party developers and businesses wishing to own and operate services and applications over
these platforms can gain access to them via aggregators or mobile CSPs. This access allows the
developers and businesses to offer services to consumers via their own mobile terminals regardless
of which network they are using.
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Product Discussion
Mobile Network Access and Mobile Platform Access as Substitutes
11.11 A fundamental distinction between an MNO providing mobile network access (for the purpose of
operating an MVNO) and mobile platform access (either for SMS- or USSD-based applications) is that
the former enables an MVNO to serve only its own customers whereas the latter gives an application
provider access to the MNO’s customer base.

Illustration of Network and Platform Access

Source: Cartesian

11.12 Whilst in theory an MVNO with mobile network access can also request mobile platform access from
an MNO, and a CSP purchasing mobile platform access can also launch an MVNO on the same MNO,
these are functionally distinct (thought adjacent) services which enable different business models.
This means that neither service is a substitute for the other, as they are purchased and supplied for
different reasons.
11.13 From a supply-side perspective, an MNO can supply both mobile network access and mobile
platform access as they each require integration or access at some layer to the MNO’s own network
infrastructure, all of which can be supplied with no significant incremental cost.
11.14 However, given that these products are consumed differently and are not seen as substitutes by
purchasers, they can be considered distinct markets. We therefore conclude that there are separate
markets for Mobile Network Access services and for Mobile Platform Access services.
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SMS and USSD as Substitutes
11.15 While apparently similar, SMS and USSD are actually complementary technologies. They can be used
in conjunction to provide an interactive consumer-facing services but can only be used as substitutes
in a limited number of specific cases.
11.16 SMS is a messaging service that uses the Short Message Service Centre (SMSC) located within the
MNO’s network infrastructure to store and forward messages to mobile terminal devices linked to
that SMSC. If a user’s device cannot be found (i.e. is out of a coverage area), the SMSC queues and
retries later. Individual messages are no longer than 160 characters.
11.17 SMS are typically sent person to person (P2P), that is, between customers of the various mobile
networks. However, they can also be sent from an application to a person (A2P) or vice versa (P2A).
Other use cases may exist, but these are the most common.
11.18 USSD, on the other hand, is a real-time mobile messaging service that uses a USSD gateway to route
messages between an application server and the user’s mobile terminal device. USSD is not used for
P2P communications; it is intended for communications between a person and an application.
11.19 A USSD session is initiated by the customer using a short code. The application then opens a channel
with the customer that allows for a short-lived notification or response to the customer’s query
(unlike SMS which is stored on the mobile terminal and can be accessed later), or a real-time
bidirectional exchange of data, typically user-driven via menus.
11.20 As the channel is real-time, all information is exchanged while the channel is open after which it is
closed. This is in contrast to SMS, where messages are sent in a queue and may be delayed, meaning
information can be exchanged over a long period of elapsed time. SMS and USSD can thus be
compared in this sense to email and instant messaging respectively.
11.21 As such, they each provide benefits that make them more suitable to different use cases. USSD forms
the basis of user-requested interactive services whereas SMS can be used for application-initiated
and/or notification services. They can also be used in conjunction as when a USSD transaction can
result in a confirmation SMS that the user can store.
11.22 While an MNO can provide third-party access to the SMSC and USSD gateways interchangeably,
these are purchased for largely different purposes, potentially to be used in conjunction. Given their
functional differences and distinct use cases, we therefore conclude that mobile platform access for
SMS-based and USSD-based applications are supplied into separate markets.

Mobile Network Access for MVNO and National Roaming as Substitutes
11.23 A new entrant to the mobile telephony or mobile broadband markets has two main entry options:
they can either build their own infrastructure; or, they can seek access to the mobile network of an
existing MNO as an MVNO (mobile virtual network operator).
11.24 There are pros and cons to each approach. Infrastructure-based entry requires the CSP to secure a
spectrum licence and requires significant funding to build out the network. The primary benefits of
infrastructure-based entry are that the MNO has full control over its network coverage and quality,
and that it is able to benefit from scale economies once it achieves an efficient scale.
11.25 MVNO entry on the other hand requires neither a spectrum licence nor significant capital funds. The
disadvantages of MVNO entry are primarily the heavy dependence on the host MNO for network
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coverage and quality. MVNO costs are largely variable, which can be an advantage for market entry
but denies access to economies of scale should the customer base grow to a large size.
11.26 An MNO may also choose to use the network of another MNO through the mechanism of national
roaming. An MNO may choose to do this on a temporary basis to accelerate time-to-market
(enabling a viable service launch prior to the completion of its own network build), or it may seek
national roaming on a more permanent basis to provide coverage in geographic areas where it is
economically advantageous versus building its own infrastructure.
11.27 The MNO can then pay the national roaming host for voice, SMS and data traffic carried over the
host network while the MNO’s customers are national roaming.
11.28 An MVNO, on the other hand, can use resources saved on network deployment to focus on gaining
a foothold in the market by targeting niche customers with relevant products and propositions. They
are subject, however, to the host network’s reliability and quality as the MVNO will have none of its
own network infrastructure.
11.29 These functional and economic differences between national roaming and mobile network access
(for the purpose of setting up an MVNO) thus indicate the existence of two distinct markets within
mobile network services.

Self-Supply as Substitute for National Roaming or Mobile Network Access for MVNO
11.30 As discussed above, national roaming is typically used by MNOs to increase coverage either faster
or more cheaply than self-supply. In the absence of commercially viable options to share network
access, MNOs will therefore either revert to self-supply or choose not to deploy in a specific area.
11.31 The MVNO concept, however, is predicated on using a host MNO network. MVNOs do not hold
spectrum licences and have business models which do not lend themselves to the investments
required to deploy a network. As such, self-supply is not an option for MVNOs.
11.32 Thus, the self-supply of mobile infrastructure is included in any market for national roaming but not
for MVNOs (i.e. mobile network access).

Geography
11.33 Mobile network and platform services are typically offered and agreed on a national basis with no
specific geographical boundaries indicated.
11.34 Furthermore, pricing of these services does not vary geographically.
11.35 CSP licencing for the underlying network (PSP licence) and infrastructure (PIP licence) is on a national
basis.
11.36 Given these, the market geography for mobile network services is considered national.

Customer Segment
11.37 The customers who typically purchase wholesale mobile network services are licensed mobile CSPs
(e.g. MNOs and MVNOs).
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11.38 The customers who typically purchase wholesale mobile platform services are licensed application
developers, mobile CSPs and businesses (e.g. banks, advertisers).

Conclusion
11.39 Mobile network access for MVNO and mobile platform access for either SMS or USSD-based
applications are distinct markets.
11.40 SMS- and USSD-based applications, being functionally different and designed for different use cases,
are supplied into and consumed in separate markets. Therefore, there are two distinct markets for
the supply of mobile platform access, one for the purpose of operating applications based on SMS
and another for those based on USSD.
11.41 Mobile network access (for the purpose of setting up an MVNO or reseller) and national roaming
access are not substitutes for one another and so sit in distinct markets.
11.42 Additionally, the self-supply of network and infrastructure (i.e. a CSP building out its own network)
is a possible substitute for national roaming but not for mobile network access.
11.43 We therefore find that there are four national wholesale markets for mobile network services in
Uganda:
National Roaming: Wholesale agreement in which one mobile CSP provides access to its network to
another mobile CSP to complement the latter CSP’s network coverage. Subscribers of the latter CSP
can roam onto the other network when outside the coverage of their home network.
Mobile Network Access for MVNO: Provision of access to a mobile operator’s network and systems
for the purpose of hosting an MVNO.
Mobile Platform Access for SMS-based Applications: Provision of access to a mobile CSP’s SMS
platform for the purpose of offering SMS-based applications to the mobile CSP’s subscribers. The
market includes provision of access to SMS aggregators such that they can offer SMS services to
application and content providers.
Mobile Platform Access for USSD-based Applications: Provision of access to a mobile CSP’s USSD
platform for the purpose of offering USSD-based applications to the mobile CSP’s subscribers. The
market includes provision of access to USSD aggregators such that they can offer USSD services to
application and content providers.
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12 Call and Message Termination
Overview of Market
12.1

Call termination allows a customer of one network operator (the originating network) to make a
voice call to a customer connected to another network operator (the terminating network). The
network operator supplying mobile termination charges the originating network operator for this
service.

12.2

Call termination applies to both fixed and mobile networks. In addition to call termination, mobile
network operators also terminate SMS messages from other networks.

12.3

Most of the voice traffic in Uganda terminates on mobile networks since mobile penetration is far
higher than fixed: In 2013, there were approximately 2.4 trillion off-net minutes terminating on the
four largest mobile CSPs’ networks. This number represents a growth of 44% compared to 2012
totals.10

12.4

Fixed call termination represents a small market in Uganda. In 2013, there were approximately 12
million minutes terminating on fixed networks, which is less than 1% of all off-net calls (terminating
on either fixed or mobile networks).11

12.5

Moreover, the number of minutes terminating on fixed networks has also decreased by
approximately 7% since 2012, in line with the decreasing fixed line penetration in Uganda.12

12.6

In 2012, there were a total of 1.4 billion SMS sent in Uganda.13

Products and Services
12.7

Call termination refers to wholesale services that fixed and mobile network operators supply to
interconnecting MNOs, mobile virtual network operator (MVNOs), and fixed network operators. It
also allows a customer of one network operator (the originating network) to make a voice call to a
customer connected to another network operator (the terminating network).

12.8

Call termination applies to both fixed and mobile networks. In addition to call termination, mobile
network operators also terminate SMS messages from other networks.

12.9

In Uganda, the CSP that originates a call or message purchases terminating services from the
network operator that terminates it. This model is widely adopted internationally and is known as
Calling Party’s Network Pays.

12.10 In functional terms, termination applies in much the same way for both fixed and mobile calls. As
such, the following discussion will consider the market for call termination more broadly, but the
conclusions will apply equally to fixed and mobile call termination.

10

UCC Data, 2014
UCC Data, 2014
12
UCC Data, 2014
13
UCC Data, 2014
11
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Product Discussion
Termination as Individual Markets
12.11 On the demand side, CSPs purchase termination services to enable their customers to make calls or
send SMS to customers on other networks. As there is no alternative to reach that person on their
given phone number, the originating CSP has no option other than to terminate its call on the
network of the CSP which carries the destination number.
12.12 While some CSPs might offer transit services, ultimately these transit CSPs also need to negotiate
with the terminating CSP to terminate calls which are transited. The terminating CSP cannot be
bypassed.
12.13 Thus, each fixed and mobile CSP’s termination service represents a single termination market. As a
call or message can only be routed on the terminating network by the terminating CSP, it has a
natural monopoly on the provision of this service, for which there are no substitutes.
12.14 As such, we find no substitutes for voice call termination.

Geography
12.15 Voice call and SMS termination is offered nationally with no differentiation by region.
12.16 We therefore consider the termination markets to be national.

Customer Segment
12.17 The consumers of wholesale termination services are licensed fixed and mobile CSPs.

Conclusion
12.18 We have found that there are individual voice call termination markets for every fixed and mobile
CSP in Uganda. Additionally, there is an individual SMS termination market for every mobile CSP in
Uganda.
12.19 We therefore find that there are three types of national wholesale markets for termination services
in Uganda, each of which is comprised of individual markets for each CSP offering termination
services. The markets are defined as follows:
Voice Termination on Fixed Networks: Fixed call termination is a service provided by fixed operators
to route voice calls to their subscribers that are originated by subscribers on other CSP networks. This
service is offered nationally to fixed and mobile CSPs.
Voice Termination on Mobile Networks: Mobile call termination is a service provided by mobile
operators to route voice calls to their subscribers that are originated by subscribers on other CSP
networks. This service is offered nationally to fixed and mobile CSPs.
SMS Termination: SMS termination is a service provided by mobile operators to deliver SMS messages
to their subscribers that are originated by subscribers on other CSP networks. This service is offered
nationally to mobile CSPs.
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13 Transit
Overview of Market
13.1

Transit refers to wholesale services provided by one CSP to transport traffic from another CSP across
its network to the network of a third party. Transit is applicable to voice traffic and also to Internet
traffic. Transit services are purchased by CSPs in Uganda for voice and/or Internet. In both cases the
destination network could be located in Uganda or overseas.

13.2

For voice, the retail international voice (out-going and incoming traffic) market generated a total of
691 million minutes in 2013 (0.5% higher than in 2012). International fixed and mobile outbound
calls grew more than 16% between 2012 and 2013.14

13.3

Internet traffic volumes are not available, however in 2013, there were more than 3.7 million fixed
and mobile broadband connections in Uganda. The volume of Internet traffic is growing as a result
of the number of connections increasing, and also as users are consuming more content and
applications over the Internet.

13.4

Global carriers with POPs in Uganda currently offer Internet transit and international voice transit
services. Multinational CSPs in Uganda (e.g. MTN and Airtel) and other international providers, such
as Tata Communications and Zain also offer these services.

Products and Services
13.5

Transit refers to wholesale services provided by one CSP to transport traffic from another CSP across
its network to the network of a third party. Within the overall market for wholesale transit services,
we consider two services: voice transit and Internet transit.

13.6

Voice transit is a service that is purchased by CSPs to provide connectivity between their network
and other the networks that comprise the global PSTN. Typically, CSPs will have a number of direct
voice interconnections with other networks. Voice transit enables a CSP to route calls to worldwide
destinations whilst avoiding the need for direct interconnect agreements with every voice network
in the world.

13.7

Internet transit is a service that is purchased by ISPs to provide connectivity between their network
and other networks that comprise the global Internet. Typically, ISPs will have a number of direct
interconnections with other ISP networks. Internet transit enables an ISP to route data packets to
destinations on the global Internet whilst avoiding the need for direct interconnect agreements
between every ISP network in the world.

Product Discussion
International Voice Transit and Internet Transit Substitution
13.8

14

As voice transit requires access to global PSTNs and Internet transit requires interconnection
between ISPs, these services are functionally different and satisfy demands for different customer
needs. As such, they are not substitutable from a demand perspective.

Source: UCC data, 2014.
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13.9

From a supply-side perspective, it is conceivable that a provider of one voice transit services may be
able may be able enter the Internet transit market (and vice versa), given both services require broad
international coverage and numerous inter-carrier relationships. This would require investment in
service-specific switching equipment and service-specific expertise. The extent to which there are
economies of scope will depend upon the overlap in necessary network coverage and carrier
relationships.

13.10 However, as the two services satisfy different customer needs we conclude that international voice
transit and termination and Internet transit to be distinct markets.

Voice Transit Access via International Leased Lines
13.11 A CSP with its own international leased line infrastructure could access international voice transit in
other countries, therefore acting as a constraint on pricing. All fixed CSPs are able to use their own
international leased lines to buy transit outside Uganda.
13.12 However, it is of our view that this product or form of self-supply is more a constraint on pricing
than a viable substitute.
13.13 As such, this service is not considered to be a substitute to international voice transit services.

Geography
13.14 Transit services are not differentiated by geography within Uganda.
13.15 Licences for service provision are issued on a national basis.
13.16 As such, we conclude that the markets for the provision of voice and data transit in Uganda are
national.

Customer Segment
13.17 Transit services are wholesale inputs that are supplied to licenced CSPs and ISPs in Uganda.

Conclusion
13.18 We therefore conclude that there are two national wholesale markets for transit services in Uganda.
These are defined as follows:
International Voice Transit and Termination: International Voice Transit and Termination is a
service provided by a network operator to route calls from a CSP in Uganda to an international
destination.
Internet Transit: Internet transit is a service provided by one ISP to another. The ISP providing the
service routes Internet traffic between the network of the other ISP and destinations on the global
Internet.
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14 Leased Lines and Fixed Infrastructure
Overview of Market
14.1

Leased lines and fixed infrastructure provide point-to-point, dedicated connections between two
end-points. These connections are available at a range of bandwidths to support a variety of
applications.

14.2

There is more than 5,700 km of fibre deployed in Uganda as of 2014. This number is growing rapidly
with the entry of CSquared in the Kampala metro fibre market, the ongoing deployment of trunk
fibre by NITA and UETCL, and the ongoing fibre investment activity of other fixed network operators.

14.3

Of this fibre, a significant number of leased line routes are available within Uganda, spanning areas
including (but not limited to):
 Kampala Metro
 Kampala – Entebbe / Mukono / Masaka / Katuna / Busia / Mbarara / Tororo / Namanve / Fort
Portal / Iganga / Egelu / Jinja / Bombo Luwero / Nakasongola / Gulu / Kyenjojo / Bushenyi /
Ntugamo
 Masindi – Kiryandongo – Oyam – Kole – Lira – Soroti – Kumi
 Nalubale – Malaba
 Masaka – Mbarara
 Nalubale – Tororo
 Tororo – Malaba
 Bujagali – Kawanda – Mutundwe

14.4

Global carriers with points of presence in Uganda are already able to offer international transmission
services.

Products and Services
14.5

Leased lines and fixed infrastructure provide point-to-point, dedicated connections between two
end-points. These connections are available at a range of bandwidths to support a variety of
applications. The end-points may both be located in Uganda or one end may be located in a foreign
country.

14.6

CSPs that own and operate their own fixed network infrastructure may offer leased lines and dark
fibre on a wholesale basis to other CSPs. However, not all network operators supply capacity on a
wholesale basis (i.e. they are used for internal network purposes only).

14.7

ISPs may acquire international transmission to support international Internet traffic generated from
and to their retail broadband connections, or may acquire Internet transit locally as discussed in
section 12.
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Product Discussion
National and International Transmission
14.8

In terms of demand-side substitution, national and international transmission fulfil separate needs
and cannot be used interchangeably. CSPs that require a link between Uganda and a foreign country
will opt for an international leased line.

14.9

From a supply perspective, national and international transmission are typically priced differently
with the former priced on a distance basis (i.e. per km) and the latter on capacity allocated to the
access seeker.

14.10 Additionally, entry into each market entails different sets of challenges apart from the cost of
investment in fixed infrastructure. For international deployments, access to undersea cables and
interconnection is key, whereas with national deployments, the issues involved are more to do with
obtaining rights of way, etc.
14.11 Given that the two services cannot be used interchangeably, we consider that national and
international leased lines to be distinct, separate retail markets.

Trunk and Terminating / Access Segments
14.12 On the supply side, the characteristics of the market in Uganda suggest that there are CSPs that have
focused on supplying trunk or backbone services to the market and those that are more focused on
providing terminating or access services. These are not substitutable as trunk segments offer a
functionally different value to customers than terminating or access segments of dark fibre or leased
lines.
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Distinction between Trunk and Terminating/Access Segments for Leased Lines and Dark
Fibre

Source: Cartesian

14.13 Trunk segments are primarily used for inter-city or regional transmission as they connect two of the
wholesale CSP’s points of presence in Uganda over a longer distance. Termination and access
segments, which connect a wholesale CSP’s point of presence to a customer site, are primarily within
metro areas or city limits where end customers have their premises.
14.14 These services are complementary to one another (can be used in conjunction) but not necessarily
bundled together by the provisioning wholesale CSP.
14.15 Therefore, the trunk and terminating or access segments of wholesale leased lines and fixed
infrastructure form distinct markets.

Dark Fibre to Leased Lines Substitution
14.16 Wholesale leased line is a managed product that runs over a fixed infrastructure network. Therefore,
we consider fibre trunk to be an input to leased lines services rather than a possible substitute.
14.17 From a supply perspective, a CSP already offering leased lines trunk segments could offer fibre trunk
and so, self-supply is included in the market definition. A CSP offering leased lines on the top of a
wholesale fibre infrastructure might not enter the market due to the significant investment to build
its own network.
14.18 We thus conclude that dark fibre and leased lines are separate and distinct market types, given that
the former is more often an input into the latter rather than a substitute.
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Self-Supply of Trunk and Access Segments
14.19 As an alternative to leasing connectivity, CSPs with an infrastructure licence have the option to invest
and build their own network. Many CSPs will use a mixture of both, depending on the locations to
be served.
14.20 Where a CSP has a specific need for an individual circuit, they will make a decision on whether to
build or buy depending on a number of factors including company strategy, time to deliver, the
potential for additional demand on a prospective route (or within the vicinity of a prospective
network end point) and importantly, the relative cost. The cost, in turn, is a factor of the proximity
of the new location(s) to the CSP’s existing network footprint.
14.21 On a more strategic level, a CSP may choose to build a network to address anticipated demand for
a specific route or in a specific area.
14.22 Given this dynamic, a SSNIP in trunk segments will reduce the attractiveness of leased trunk
segments vs. self-build. However, as discussed above, cost is only one factor of many. A CSP may
continue to buy leased services if it has a strategy which does not favour trunk network investment,
or if it sees little prospect of additional demand on that route.
14.23 Likewise, a SSNIP in access segments will reduce the attractiveness of leased access segments but a
CSP may continue to buy these if it has a strategy which does not favour fixed access network
investment, or if it sees little prospect of additional demand in that area.
14.24 From the perspective of a CSP that already has network in a given area, investment in further
capacity by a rival CSP may depress retail prices. Therefore, the prospect of a CSP choosing to build
rather than buy does provide some constraint on wholesale prices.
14.25 Some mobile CSPs may consider using microwave to convey traffic between customer sites and the
wholesale CSP’s POP. However, this option is limited in terms of length and capacity and normally
restricted to areas where fibre or copper is not available. CSPs only use microwave as an alternative
in areas where fibre is not present.
14.26 In conclusion, self-supply is a potential substitute. Although it is not a perfect substitute, it is likely
to provide some constraint on wholesale pricing. We therefore include self-supply within the market
definition.

Geography
14.27 From a demand perspective, while transmission can be purchased on a route-by-route basis, routes
are offered nationally and competitive decisions on wholesale purchases or infrastructure
investment are made in light of the existing routes of a CSP and its competitors.
14.28 While some licensees (such as CSquared) make leased lines and fixed infrastructure available in
localised areas, such as greater Kampala, other important suppliers such as NITA and UETCL offer
fibre routes across the country. This is reflective of their strategic goals and mandates.
14.29 From a pricing perspective, pricing of national transmission by CSPs varies by distance and capacity
and not route. International transmission varies primarily by capacity and by the demand for routes.
These pricing models indicate that the markets are not priced by route but on a nationally consistent
basis.
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14.30 Furthermore, licencing for the provision for wholesale products and infrastructure access is on a
national basis.
14.31 We thus consider each of the markets for transmission and fixed infrastructure services in Uganda
to be supplied on a national basis.

Customer Segment
14.32 These services are supplied to licenced CSPs in Uganda.

Conclusion
14.33 National and international transmission each satisfy different customer needs suggesting that there
are distinct, separate markets for each.
14.34 Within the national market, we have concluded that dark fibre and leased lines are separate and
distinct market types, given that the former is more often an input into the latter rather than a
substitute.
14.35 Self-supply is seen as a potential substitute for all national transmission and fixed infrastructure
markets.
14.36 Lastly, we are of the view that there are separate markets for trunk and access or terminating
segments for each of wholesale leased lines and dark fibre.
14.37 We therefore find that there are five national wholesale markets for leased lines and fixed
infrastructure in Uganda. These are defined as follows:
Leased Line Terminating Segment: Provision of leased line between a wholesale CSP’s points of
presence and a customer location. A leased line provides a dedicated, permanent, symmetrical
connection between the two end-points.
Leased Line Trunk Segment: Provision of leased line between two of the wholesale CSP’s points of
presence. A leased line provides a dedicated, permanent, symmetrical connection between the two
end-points.
International Transmission: International transmission is a service provided by international carriers
to CSPs. The service provides a point-to-point connection between the CSP and an end-point in a
foreign country.
Dark Fibre Access: Wholesale provision of point-to-point dark fibre infrastructure (i.e. without active
equipment) between the supplying CSP’s point of presence and a customer site, or directly between
two customer locations.
Dark Fibre Trunk: Wholesale provision of point-to-point dark fibre infrastructure (i.e. without active
equipment) between two of the supplying CSP’s points of presence.
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Relevant Market Assessment
15 Relevant Market Assessment: Introduction
15.1

In this section of the report we identify and prioritize markets that are relevant for competition
assessment. The selection is based on criteria agreed between Cartesian and UCC. The criteria are:
 A high-level assessment of the effectiveness of competition in the candidate markets;
 The relationships and dependencies between downstream retail markets and key inputs from
upstream wholesale markets;
 Relative value and size of the market;
 Potential for ex-ante regulation in the market, based on international benchmarking and the
likely insufficiency of ex-post intervention; and,
 Strategic relevance of the market to the development of the electronic communications sector
in Uganda.

15.2

The markets considered in this section of the report are set out in Figure 1, above.
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16 Mobile Access, National Voice Calls and SMS
Market Definition
16.1

The mobile access, calling and SMS market is a retail market;

16.2

The mobile access, calling and SMS product includes subscription to a Ugandan mobile network;

16.3

The consumer’s mobile device is connected to a mobile network, which for the avoidance of doubt
excludes fixed-wireless networks;

16.4

Consumers can make voice calls using their mobile device that is connected to the mobile network
that are carried over the PSTN and terminate within Uganda, which for avoidance of doubt excludes
VoIP calls made over the internet using an over-the-top service provider;

16.5

Consumers can receive calls by their mobile device connected to the mobile network;

16.6

Consumers can send and receive SMS messages using their mobile device that is connected to the
mobile network;

16.7

The retail market includes calling and SMS services and price plans offered to business and
residential customers; and

16.8

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
16.9

Currently, there are approximately 20 million mobile subscriptions in Uganda. This represents a
penetration level of approximately 47% of Uganda’s population.

16.10 In 2013, the market generated approximately USD 686 million from voice services, representing 90%
of total mobile revenues (i.e. voice and data).15
16.11 There were a total of 17 billion minutes originated on mobile networks in 2013, compared to 13.5
billion in 2012.
16.12 From an adoption and value perspective, this is a significant segment of the Ugandan
communications market.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
16.13 The provision of mobile services is dependent on access to mobile network infrastructure. In the
majority of cases, Ugandan MNOs lease cell site passive infrastructure from tower companies.
Additionally, other aspects of the networks may be leased such as backhaul connections to connect
cell sites. Uganda Telecom, in contrast, continues to own most of its cell site infrastructure.

15

Source: Ovum, 2013.
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16.14 Wholesale access to mobile network infrastructure is available in the form of national roaming and
MVNO host agreements. In Uganda, K2 Telecom (an MVNO) has a wholesale deal with Orange and
Smile has a national roaming agreement with Uganda Telecom.
16.15 In addition, MNOs and MVNOs are dependent on the wholesale markets for call termination and
SMS termination to provide off-net calling and messaging. These wholesale services contribute to
the retail cost of off-net calls and SMS messages.

Strategic Relevance of Market
16.16 Mobile services are the primary mode of telecommunications for a large part of Uganda’s society,
since they are more affordable than fixed line services and reach a largest portion of the population.
16.17 Therefore, any competitive issue in the market will not only reflects a potential problem in the
business chain (i.e. possible SMP in one wholesale market), but also impacts consumers directly.

High-level Competitive Assessment
16.18 There are five MNOs and one MVNO providing mobile access, national calls and SMS in the country.
MTN and Airtel are the two biggest suppliers in terms of subscriptions market share with 48% and
46% respectively. In 2013, the Herfindahl Index (HHI) for the mobile market was 3,300, representing
a highly concentrated market.
16.19 After Airtel’s acquisition of Warid in 2013, we estimate the HHI to have increased to 4,400, meaning
the market concentration has increase significantly. Furthermore, other market challengers (i.e. UTL
and Orange) have lost customers to the two leading MSPs over the last two years, increasing the
market shares of Airtel and MTN.
16.20 K2 telecom, the first MVNO in the market, was able to acquire 180,000 customer in a little more
than one year in operation. This represents a small share of the approximately 20 million mobile
subscriptions in the country.
16.21 Price competition has been a recurrent issue in the market, since some CSPs have accused others to
be undercutting them unsustainably. In 2012, the UCC had to intervene in the market by issuing a
moratorium on retail mobile price promotions.
16.22 Since there are significant entry barriers (i.e. investment in spectrum and mobile infrastructure and
the reluctance of operators providing access to potential MVNOs), there is limited expectation of a
new market entrant in the next 3 to 5 years.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
16.23 There are selected international examples where a national regulatory authority has applied ex-ante
regulation to address market dominance in this market. For example, the Australian regulator has
ruled that Telstra (the market incumbent) must comply with the market price control arrangements.
16.24 In other cases, countries which had implemented ex-ante regulation for mobile retail services (e.g.
UK, USA, Barbados) have later decided to move from regulating the retail market to focus on exante regulation in the upstream wholesale markets (e.g. Mobile Termination Rates).
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Conclusion
16.25 The Mobile Access, National Voice Calls and SMS market has a significant size and value. It is of
strategic relevance to the Ugandan telecom market.
16.26 Since it is a strategically important retail telecoms market, it may be distorted by competitive issues
in other layers of the communications value chain such as wholesale markets.
16.27 There are signs of market concentration which require further investigation to identify and prevent
any future competitive issues. Ex-ante regulation can potentially address and possible competitive
issues.
16.28 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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17 Broadband Internet Access from a Mobile Terminal
Market Definition
17.1

The mobile broadband market is a retail market;

17.2

The product is broadband access to the internet by a mobile device that include smartphones,
tablets and USB modems;

17.3

The mobile device is connected to a mobile network, which for the avoidance of doubt excludes
fixed-wireless networks;

17.4

The download speed of the internet connection is at least 256kbps;

17.5

The retail market includes mobile broadband services offered to business and residential customers;
and,

17.6

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
17.7

Mobile broadband is an important market not only to the country’s telecom sector but also to the
wider Ugandan economy and society. The service is capable of reaching the majority of the country’s
population and represents the primary means of internet access.

17.8

As of June 2014, there were 4.1M mobile broadband subscriptions in Uganda, representing a
penetration of 11.7% over the population. The market has grown compared to 3.6M in 2013 and
2.6M in 2012 (see Figure 2). These numbers represent a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR
2010-2014) of approximately 70%. 16

17.9

Device prices are still a significant barrier to mobile Internet adoption; many consumers use feature
phones with limited data functionality. Over time we expect smartphone prices to decrease making
it more affordable to consumers enabling further adoption.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
17.10 There are several upstream wholesale markets which have relationship with Broadband Internet
Access from a Mobile Terminal. The main inputs include leased line (trunk and terminating
segments), Internet transit, international transmission, mobile network access and cell site passive
infrastructure.
17.11 Vertically integrated CSPs may benefit from self-supply of some or all of these inputs to support
retail offers. The most significant are likely to be leased lines as mobile broadband requires capacity
for backhaul in the radio access network.

16

Source: Ovum, 2014.
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17.12 If vertically integrated CSPs control access to essential inputs this could harm competition in the
mobile broadband market. A potential example can be found in the mobile network access market,
where denying access to MVNOs could prevent market entry.

Strategic Relevance of Market
17.13 Mobile broadband is the primary means of Internet access in Uganda. Fixed broadband penetration
in Uganda is low (100,000 subscriptions in 2013).
17.14 Mobile broadband, therefore, has the potential to be not only a greater source of revenue for CSPs,
but also a significant tool for the country’s national strategy for digital inclusion.
17.15 Therefore, the market is considered to be strategically important.

High-level Competitive Assessment
17.16 Uganda has six CSPs and one MVNO offering Broadband Internet Access from a Mobile Terminal.
Airtel and MTN together have approximately 96% market share by subscriptions. Therefore, the
market is highly concentrated.
17.17 Orange was the first CSP to launch LTE services in the country, offering a significant competitive
differentiator. MTN, Airtel and Smile are offering services over 3G, and UTL and K2 over GPRS and
EDGE. Orange and Smile are the only CSPs to have LTE spectrum.
17.18 The current spectrum allocation has caused some CSPs to be restricted to low bandwidth
technologies (i.e. GPRS/Edge). Without access to higher speed networks, these CSPs cannot enter
the mobile broadband market.
17.19 There is an increasing price competition in the retail mobile broadband market. Smart is increasing
this trend since it has a low price proposition. Some of the large mobile CSPs have raised the issue
that tariffs are becoming too low, reducing the Return over the Investment (ROI) from 3G networks

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
17.20 Intervention in the mobile broadband market is generally focussed on spectrum policy rather than
direct control of retail pricing. Spectrum policy can directly influence the number of MNOs
competing in the market, and also their respective cell capacities and peak speeds.
17.21 Many regulators also apply coverage obligations as conditions to certain spectrum awards (e.g. UK,
Italy, Germany, Brazil, others). This can support public policy goals regarding coverage/digital
inclusion and may also create a competitive market in more rural areas.
17.22 Finally, as mentioned above, there are several wholesale inputs to the retail mobile broadband
service. If these are essential inputs then there may be a case for regulating the upstream market.
For example, call termination is generally subject to ex-ante regulation as it is an important input
with scope for abuse.

Conclusion
17.23 The market is of strategic importance, not only to the communications sector, but to Uganda as a
whole.
17.24 The market is highly concentrated, with two CSPs holding 96% share.
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17.25 Mobile broadband is dependent on several upstream wholesale inputs. Some of the CSPs in the
market (including those with greatest retail market share) are vertically integrated.
17.26 Ex-ante regulation may improve competition in this market if applied in combination with spectrum
policy review and related wholesale remedies.
17.27 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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18 PSTN Access and National Voice Calls from a Fixed Location
Market Definition
18.1

The fixed access and calling market is a retail market;

18.2

The fixed access and calling product includes subscription to a Ugandan fixed network;

18.3

The consumer’s fixed telephony equipment is connected via a fixed connection to the PSTN network,
which for the avoidance of doubt includes fixed-wireless networks;

18.4

Consumers can make voice calls using their telephony equipment that is connected to the fixed
network that are carried over the PSTN and terminate within Uganda, which for avoidance of doubt
excludes VoIP calls made over the internet using an over-the-top service provider;

18.5

Consumers can receive calls by their telephony equipment connected to the fixed network;

18.6

The retail market includes calling services and price plans offered to business and residential
customers; and

18.7

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
18.8

The fixed marked is relatively small in terms of lines and call minutes when compared to the mobile
sector.

18.9

There were approximately 207,000 fixed voice connections in Uganda in 2013. The number of fixed
connections peaked at 330,000 connections two years ago and has since declined. There number of
fixed lines is small compared to the 18 million mobile subscriptions.

18.10 In 2013, there were 15.8 billion national voice call minutes originated across fixed and mobile
networks. Of this, 150 million voice call minutes were originated from fixed lines. The number of
minutes originated from fixed lines has fallen since 2012, when there were 159 million voice call
minutes.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
18.11 CSPs that provide retail PSTN access services in Uganda require access to fixed network
infrastructure.17 Given the absence of wholesale access in Uganda, this implies that CSPs offering
retail PSTN access services own their own infrastructure and have vertically integrated operations.
18.12 Fixed national voice calls are linked to several wholesale markets. These are the individual markets
for voice call termination on each fixed and mobile network.

17

We include fixed-wireless access in this definition.
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Strategic Relevance of Market
18.13 Fixed access and calling is primarily driven by the activities of the business sector. Businesses are
less price elastic than residential consumers and may see benefits to having a fixed line beyond price
and reliability, such as status.
18.14 Customers of the business have confidence in knowing that the business appears to be able to afford
a fixed line and have an office premises, and this confers a sense of status to that business.
Businesses may therefore place additional value on a fixed line, reflected in their willingness to
retain the service.
18.15 The market is thus more strategically relevant to the business segment in Uganda than to the
residential.

High-level Competitive Assessment
18.16 The fixed access and national voice calls market in Uganda is primarily contested by MTN Uganda,
Uganda Telecom, Airtel and Orange.
18.17 In 2013, MTN had 80% of total fixed subscriptions in the country, followed by UTL with 18%. The
market has a HHI of 6,700, which indicates a very high concentration.
18.18 All fixed-line CSPs offer fixed line services using fixed-wireless networks. In addition, MTN and UTL
have a number of subscriptions using copper networks (only 2% of MTN subscriptions). Therefore,
access to fixed-line, copper infrastructure does not appear to be necessary for market entry.
18.19 There are no expectations for new CSPs to enter the fixed market. There are significant entry barriers
since the cost to build a fixed network can be extremely high to serve a very limited market. In the
case of fixed-wireless, a new entrant will have also to acquire spectrum.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
18.20 There are international examples from the past of ex-ante regulation being applied in the retail
market for fixed access and voice calls (e.g. the UK, Australia, Barbados and Hong Kong). However,
all have since moved away from ex-ante regulation of the retail market.
18.21 Regulators in the EC and elsewhere have chosen instead to pursue a strategy of securing wholesale
access to the PSTN network. Remedies include local loop unbundling (for access to the copper loops),
wholesale line rental (for PSTN access) and indirect access (for calls).
18.22 Furthermore, call termination is also generally subject to ex-ante regulation as it is an important
input with scope for abuse.

Conclusion
18.23 Despite its relatively small market size, the retail market for fixed access and national voice calls is
strategically important in the context of the wider functioning of the business communications
segment.
18.24 The market is highly concentrated. However, mobile services do provide some competitive
constraints.
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18.25 Countries which implemented ex-ante regulation for fixed access and voice calls have later decided
to move from regulating the retail market and focus on ex-ante regulation in the upstream
wholesale markets.
18.26 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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19 Outbound International Voice Calls
Market Definition
19.1

The outbound international voice call market is a retail market;

19.2

The outbound international voice call market product does not include a subscription to a Ugandan
fixed or mobile network;

19.3

Consumers can make outbound international calls using subscriptions to either fixed or mobile voice
services, which for avoidance of doubt excludes VoIP calls made over the internet using an over-thetop service provider;

19.4

The retail market includes calling services and price plans offered to business and residential
customers; and

19.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
19.6

Approximately 300 million international voice minutes were originated on both fixed and mobile
lines in Uganda in 2013 (compared to 245 million in 2012). This is a small amount compared to the
15.8 billion national voice minutes, illustrating the relative size of the market for international voice
calls.

19.7

A number of CSPs report that a significant proportion of their international outgoing minutes are
originated from mobile terminals rather than from fixed locations, suggesting that calling behaviour
is equivalent between fixed and mobile and so, proportional to their relative subscriber base sizes.

19.8

We therefore consider the market to be a small but not insignificant part of the communications
sector.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
19.9

To consume the international voice calls product, a customer needs to have either fixed or mobile
access to the PSTN.

19.10 In terms of upstream markets, the market for international voice calls is primarily linked to the
wholesale market for international voice transit.

Strategic Relevance of Market
19.11 International voice calling traffic is typically driven by the activities of the business, government and
some residential segments (e.g. expatriates and tourists).
19.12 Although the value of the market is small compared to national calling, from the perspective of
supporting international trade the market is of strategic importance.
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High-level Competitive Assessment
19.13 The main suppliers competing in the international voice call markets are Airtel, UTL, MTN, Orange
and K2 Telecom. MTN and Airtel held 73% of total originating international call minutes in the
country in 2003. K2 Telecom has the third biggest share (9%). The HHI for this market is 2,900, which
indicates high concentration.
19.14 The fact that K2 Telecom as an MVNO was able to achieve significant market share in a short period
of time (i.e. 1 year) shows that the market is contestable.
19.15 However, we believe that the prospect of additional market entrants over the next 3 to 5 years is
low. Price competition from mobile CSPs does not leave much space for an international calling card
to offer lower rates to gain share.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
19.16 There are international examples from the past of countries implementing ex-ante regulation of the
retail market for international voice calls in the form of price controls and monitoring (e.g. UK,
Australia, Bermuda and France). However, all have since switched to ex-post regulation of the
market.

Conclusion
19.17 Despite its small market size, the retail market for international voice calls is strategically important
to the business segment, government and some residential customers (i.e. expatriates or tourists).
19.18 There is evidence that CSPs are actively competing on rates for international calls.
19.19 Ex-ante regulation has been previously used to regulate this market but has been abandoned in
many countries in favour of ex-post regulation.
19.20 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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20 Broadband Internet Access from a Fixed Location
Market Definition
20.1

The fixed broadband market is a retail market;

20.2

The product is broadband access to the internet via a gateway device at the customer premises;

20.3

The gateway device is connected to a fixed network, which for the avoidance of doubt excludes
satellite networks;

20.4

The download speed of the internet connection is at least 256kbps;

20.5

The retail market includes fixed broadband services offered to business and residential customers;
and,

20.6

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
20.7

As of June 2013, there were 98,500 fixed broadband connections in Uganda. This is a small fraction
of the approximately 3.5 million total broadband connections in Uganda, though it is likely that the
fixed connections do serve multiple end-users versus mobile broadband connections that typically
only serve one user.

20.8

However, from a revenue perspective the service revenue from fixed broadband services in 2014 is
forecast to be approximately USD 105M.18 This is a more significant share of the circa USD 700M
telecommunications market.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
20.9

Important upstream inputs for fixed broadband Internet access include the wholesale market for
leased lines (trunk and terminating segments), Internet transit and international transmission.

Strategic Relevance of Market
20.10 Fixed broadband Internet access, like other fixed services in Uganda, is primarily used by the
business segment.
20.11 Fixed broadband can therefore be seen to support trade and commerce. Hence it is of strategic
importance to the Ugandan economy.

18

Fixed Broadband Subscription and Revenue Forecast: 2014-19, Ovum, August 2014
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High-level Competitive Assessment
20.12 MTN and UTL account for the majority of fixed Internet connections (60% of the market). On the
one hand, UTL is leveraging its fixed legacy network to offer ADSL services. On the other hand, MTN
relies more on Fixed-wireless and fibre.
20.13 As broadband Internet access from a fixed location is aimed at business customers, there is a range
of business-focused CSPs competing against the incumbents.
20.14 The main alternatives in the market are Infocom, Tangerine, Data Net and IWay Africa, however
their market share is relatively limited. Data net, Tangerine and Foris are offering fixed-wireless
broadband services specifically to the business market. However, the three operators combined
have only 10,500 subscriptions.
20.15 The significant cost to implement a new fixed network represent a significant market barriers. MTN
and UTL can leverage their assets (from their fixed and mobile infrastructure) to offer fixed
broadband Internet access services.
20.16 The entrance of new wholesale providers (Google and SEACOM) is reducing the cost to provide
broadband access, reducing the retail prices.
20.17 Also, with more competition in wholesale, the market entry barriers also reduces. There potential
opportunity to new entrants focusing on providing business services to have access to trunk and
terminating wholesale infra-structure. Most wholesale providers will have infrastructure where the
main business centres are located.
20.18 Beyond the urban centres however, there is limited competition. This raises the possibility that it
may be necessary to consider geographic sub-markets in the assessment of this market.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
20.19 Ex-ante regulation of the retail market for broadband access from a fixed location (in the form of
price controls) has been implemented in several countries (e.g. the UK, Australia, and Bahrain).
20.20 The UK (Ofcom) has withdrawn price controls, while Australia has relaxed some of the price controls
(except on legacy copper networks) in recent years due to the implementation of a national
wholesale-only broadband access network.
20.21 Ex-ante regulation has continued to move toward wholesale (e.g. LLU and bitstream) as a means of
stimulating market entry and competition.
20.22 Regulation now tends to be focussed on access and charge control of wholesale inputs (to prevent
margin squeeze by a vertically integrated fixed broadband CSP).

Conclusion
20.23 Despite its relatively small market size, the retail market for broadband Internet access from a fixed
location is both valuable and strategically relevant in the context of the wider telecommunications
subsector.
20.24 Although ex-ante regulation can produce some results in the retail competition, it is normally more
effective when applied to the upstream wholesale markets.
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20.25 Lastly, we find the possibility that there are smaller subnational markets in which the competitive
characteristics are fundamentally different to the main geographic market, which requires further
investigation to confirm.
20.26 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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21 Business Dedicated Internet Access
Market Definition
21.1

The fixed broadband market is a retail market;

21.2

The product is broadband access to the internet via a gateway device at the customer premises;

21.3

The gateway device is connected via a dedicated connection to a fixed network, which for the
avoidance of doubt excludes broadband and satellite networks;

21.4

The download speed of the internet connection is at least 256kbps;

21.5

The upload speed of the internet connection is the same as the download speed, i.e. the connection
is symmetrical.

21.6

The retail market includes fixed broadband services offered to business customers only; and,

21.7

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
21.8

DIA will appeal most to large businesses and those which need to transfer large files or media.

21.9

The size of the DIA market is a subset of the 98,500 fixed broadband connections in Uganda. The
market is therefore very small compared to the overall communications market.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
21.10 Important upstream markets for DIA include dark fibre (trunk and access), wholesale leased lines
(trunk and terminating segments) and Internet transit.
21.11 ISPs that do not own their own fixed network infrastructure will therefore source inputs from fixed
network operators. These vertically-integrated network operators are also likely to be supplying DIA
services in the retail market.

Strategic Relevance of Market
21.12 Dedicated Internet access is a small fraction of the fixed market in Uganda in terms of connections
as it is aimed at, and supplied to, corporates and large institutions primarily.
21.13 Fixed broadband can therefore be seen to support trade and commerce. Hence it is of strategic
importance to the Ugandan economy.
21.14 Although there are few connections, these are likely to be of high value compared to other
connectivity services.

High-level Competitive Assessment
21.15 Dedicated Internet access services are currently offered by a number of CSPs in Uganda, including
MTN Uganda, Orange Uganda, Airtel Uganda, Uganda Telecom and One Solutions.
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21.16 Many suppliers in this market are dependent on access to wholesale connectivity, i.e. leased lines
and dark fibre. As mentioned above, the suppliers of these wholesale services may also be
competitors in the retail market. Competition issues are therefore likely to relate to the ease of
access to the wholesale connectivity, and whether pricing is reasonable.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
21.17 There are some examples of regulators applying Ex-Ante regulation to address potential competitive
issue. Some of the examples are:


In Jordan, Ex-ante regulation of the retail market for dedicated Internet access services has been
implemented. The NRA has imposed a number of conditions such as non-discrimination,
separate accounting and price controls on dominant CSPs.



In the UK and Australia, the market has been defined and investigated before, but no specific
ex-ante regulation has been imposed.

21.18 We therefore find ex-ante regulation for the retail market to be viable.

Conclusion
21.19 The retail market for dedicated Internet access is a small fraction of the Ugandan
telecommunications market in terms of both size and value. However, it is a valuable to several
business vertical markets.
21.20 Whilst there are international examples of ex-ante regulation is this market, competition issues are
most likely to manifest in wholesale inputs to this market, e.g. leased lines. The focus of attention
for ex-ante regulation may therefore be better place upstream.
21.21 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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22 National Leased Lines
Market Definition
22.1

The national leased line market is a retail market;

22.2

The product is a leased line between two end points in Uganda;

22.3

The product is delivered using a fixed network, and for avoidance of doubt excludes IP VPN and
MPLS services;

22.4

Leased lines provides dedicated, permanent, symmetrical connections at a range of specified
bandwidths;

22.5

The retail market includes national leased line services offered to business customers only; and,

22.6

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
22.7

In terms of revenues, the retail leased line market is a small percentage of the total telecom market,
but it is a significant share of the business fixed-line market.

22.8

The small size of the potential target demographic in Uganda (i.e. medium and large enterprises with
offices in two or more locations) limits the value of the retail leased line market. Businesses with
more than 20 employees represent 3,250 business (only 13% of total registered businesses 19 in
Uganda).

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
22.9

Important upstream wholesale inputs into the retail national leased lines market include wholesale
leased lines (trunk and terminating segments) and dark fibre.

22.10 CSPs that do not own their own fixed network infrastructure will therefore source inputs from fixed
network operators. These vertically-integrated network operators are also likely to be supplying
leased line services in the retail market.

Strategic Relevance of Market
22.11 Although the market is small in size in relation to the overall telecoms market, retail national leased
line represents a relevant service to the business market and, consequently, to the country’s
economy.

High-level Competitive Assessment
22.12 Fixed CSPs are the main suppliers in the national leased line market. These CPSs are able to leverage
their fixed network infrastructure to offer leased lines alongside other services. However, CSPs such

19

Uganda Bureau of Statistics, report on the Uganda business register 2006/2007.
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as MTN and UTL have a strong focus on the consumer segment, impacting their level of attention to
specific business needs.
22.13 The market offers potential opportunities for smaller firms specialised in business connectivity to
play a significant competitive role in this market (e.g. Liquid Telecom).
22.14 Many suppliers in this market are dependent on access to wholesale connectivity, i.e. leased lines
and dark fibre. As mentioned above, the suppliers of these wholesale services may also be
competitors in the retail market. Competition issues are therefore likely to relate to the ease of
access to the wholesale connectivity, and whether pricing is reasonable.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
22.15 There are several examples of ex-ante regulation in the retail leased lines market (e.g. Oman, Qatar,
Nigeria, etc.).
22.16 However, in general, national regulators tend to focus on regulating its upstream wholesale markets
where possible.
22.17 Therefore, there is a potential for ex-ante regulation.

Conclusion
22.18 The market has a relative small size since its target segment is limited. However, business customers
represent an important segment for CSPs since they usually provide higher margins than consumers.
22.19 Fixed CSPs are the main providers of national leased lines, with several specialised smaller
competitive CSPs.
22.20 The smaller CSPs often need to source inputs from the fixed CSPs with whom they compete. This
creates the potential for abuse.
22.21 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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23 International Leased Lines
Market Definition
23.1

The international leased line market is a retail market;

23.2

The product is a leased line between two end points, one of which is in Uganda and the other in
another country;

23.3

The product is delivered using a fixed network, and for avoidance of doubt excludes IP VPN and
MPLS services;

23.4

Leased lines provides dedicated, permanent, symmetrical connections at a range of specified
bandwidths;

23.5

The retail market includes international leased line services offered to business customers only; and,

23.6

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
23.7

In terms of revenues, the international leased line market is a small percentage of the total telecom
market.

23.8

Multinational companies drive demand for international leased lines since they need to connect
offices in Uganda to those in other territories. There are few multinational enterprises present in
the country (around 1,500 businesses or 6% of total registered businesses in the country), limiting
the market size and value (even though these are typically high value services)20.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
23.9

Important upstream wholesale inputs into the retail national leased lines market include wholesale
leased lines (trunk and terminating segments), dark fibre and international transmission.

23.10 Global carriers with presence in the country (e.g. MTN and Airtel) can leverage their national
infrastructure in these countries to retain control of the value chain.
23.11 CSPs that do not own their own fixed network infrastructure will need to source inputs from fixed
network operators. These vertically-integrated network operators are also likely to be supplying
international leased line services in the retail market.

Strategic Relevance of Market
23.12 Since the market opportunity is limited, international leased lines have lower importance than other
business telecom services. However, the country needs to establish a fair competitive scenario to
offer a good service quality at reasonable prices.

20

Uganda Bureau of Statistics, 2007.
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23.13 Multinationals usually have an important role in helping a country to develop its economy, therefore
it is Uganda government’s best interest to provide the right conditions to attract more companies
to the country.

High-level Competitive Assessment
23.14 International carriers such as MTN and Airtel have advantage as they are also able to leverage their
infrastructure in other countries. The two groups will also benefit from popular routes within Africa
as they have operations in several countries in the continent.
23.15 Since the main retail CSPs is the market also provide wholesale inputs to international leased lines.
A new entrant will heavily rely on wholesale agreements with its direct competitors. In some cases,
an international CSP will be the only wholesale option for a specific destination, therefore limiting
the alternative to any local CSP.
23.16 Competition issues are therefore likely to relate to the ease of access to the wholesale connectivity,
and whether pricing is reasonable.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
23.17 National regulators don’t normally use ex-ante regulation in the retail international leased lines
market. Most competitive issues arise from the upstream wholesale markets.
23.18 Ex-ante can be effective in wholesale market to assure non-discriminatory access and reasonable
price and quality levels.
23.19 Since terminating leased lines in other countries are beyond the local regulator’s power, there are
some limitation to what extend an ex-ante regulation can be in some upstream markets.

Conclusion
23.20 The market is limited in terms of size and value and it has lower strategic relevance compared to
other business telecom markets.
23.21 International CSPs have significant competitive advantage since they control the local and
international infrastructure. There is the potential for vertically-integrated CSPs to abuse their
market power in the upstream markets to secure advantage in the retail market.
23.22 The upstream wholesale markets are therefore more interesting in terms of potential intervention.
23.23 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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24 Call Termination on Mobile Networks
Market Definition
24.1

The mobile call termination market is a wholesale market;

24.2

The product is termination of an voice call, destined to a mobile device connected to a mobile
network, that was originated on another network;

24.3

The voice call may originate on any fixed or mobile voice network in Uganda or another country,
providing the call is routed on the PSTN;

24.4

The wholesale market includes call termination services offered to licensed fixed and mobile CSPs;
and,

24.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
24.6

In 2013, there were approximately 2.4 trillion off-net minutes terminating among the four mobile
CSPs’ networks. The number denotes a growth of 44% compared to 2012 totals. However, off-net
minutes represent only 14% of total voice traffic terminating on mobile networks.

24.7

The market is limited in size due to ongoing on-net call promotions and the prevalence of customers
with two or more SIM cards, enabling selection of SIM for making on-net calls.

24.8

CSPs are focusing on offering low cost on-net calls to drive more on-net traffic as this avoids external
payments for call termination and reinforces network effects for their own subscriber base.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
24.9

Interconnection is an essential input for retail telecoms services since it allows customers to make
calls to any other phone user, regardless of which CSP that number is allocated to.

24.10 Access and pricing are therefore the critical areas in regulating mobile termination markets. Without
regulation, incumbent operators could deny access to market entrants or seek economic rents from
smaller competitors.
24.11 These competitive issues in the wholesale mobile call termination market would have significant
impact on retail fixed and mobile competition.

Strategic Relevance of Market
24.12 As discussed, interconnection and termination are essential for the proper functioning of the retail
fixed and mobile voice markets.
24.13 As such, the market for voice call termination on mobile networks is strategically important to the
development of the Ugandan communications sector.
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High-level Competitive Assessment
24.14 Each CSP has a monopoly over terminating calls to its subscribers as there are no possible substitutes.
24.15 Current regulation obliges CSPs to interconnect their networks and sets a cap on the termination
rates. However, the UCC has still had to intervene in at least one interconnection dispute in recent
years (MTN vs. K2/Orange).

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
24.16 Voice call termination is commonly regulated in markets that follow the Calling Party’s Network Pays
principle. This includes the majority of countries worldwide.

24.17 Regulating call termination charges can limit the incentive to discount on-net calls and therefore can
help ameliorate the network effects enjoyed by CSPs with large share in the retail market.

Conclusion
24.18 Ex-ante regulation best addresses the potential competitive issues identified in this market.
24.19 The market also has strategic relevance and the potential to impact retail fixed and mobile voice
calls access and prices.
24.20 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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25 Call Termination on Fixed Networks
Market Definition
25.1

The fixed call termination market is a wholesale market;

25.2

The product is termination of an voice call, destined to a telephony equipment connected to a fixed
network, that was originated on another network;

25.3

The voice call may originate on any fixed or mobile voice network in Uganda or another country,
providing the call is routed on the PSTN;

25.4

The wholesale market includes call termination services offered to licensed fixed and mobile CSPs;
and,

25.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
25.6

Voice call termination on fixed networks represent a small market in Uganda. In 2013, there
approximately 12 million minutes terminating on fixed networks, which represented less than 1% of
all off-net calls (terminating on either fixed or mobile networks).

25.7

Moreover, the number of minutes terminating on fixed networks has also decreased around 7%
since 2012. Most of voice traffic in Uganda terminates on mobile network since mobile services
penetration is far higher than fixed.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
25.8

Interconnection is an essential input for retail telecoms services since it allows customers to make
calls to any other phone user, regardless of which CSP that number is allocated to.

25.9

Access and pricing are therefore the critical areas in regulating mobile termination markets. Without
regulation, incumbent operators could deny access to market entrants or seek economic rents from
smaller competitors.

25.10 These competitive issues in the wholesale mobile call termination market would have significant
impact on retail fixed and mobile competition.

Strategic Relevance of Market
25.11 As discussed, interconnection and termination are essential for the proper functioning of the retail
fixed and mobile voice markets.
25.12 As such, the market for voice call termination on mobile networks is strategically important to the
development of the Ugandan communications sector.

High-level Competitive Assessment
25.13 Each CSP has a monopoly over terminating calls to its subscribers as there are no possible substitutes.
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25.14 Current regulation obliges CSPs to interconnect their networks.
25.15 In the absence of price control, there is a risk that fixed network operators could set termination
rates above cost.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
25.16 Voice call termination is commonly regulated in markets that follow the Calling Party’s Network Pays
principle. This includes the majority of countries worldwide.

25.17 Regulating call termination charges can limit the incentive to discount on-net calls and therefore can
help ameliorate the network effects enjoyed by CSPs with large share in the retail market.

Conclusion
25.18 Ex-ante regulation best addresses the potential competitive issues identified in this market.
25.19 The market also has strategic relevance and significant potential to impact the pricing and
functioning of retail fixed and mobile markets despite its small market size.
25.20 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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26 SMS Termination
Market Definition
26.1

The SMS termination market is a wholesale market;

26.2

The product is termination of an SMS message, destined to a mobile device connected to a mobile
network, that was originated on another network;

26.3

The SMS message may originate on any mobile voice network in Uganda or another country;

26.4

The wholesale market includes SMS termination services offered to licensed fixed and mobile CSPs;
and,

26.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
26.6

In 2012, there were a total of 1.4 billion SMS sent in Uganda. Of those, only 11% were originated on
one CSP and terminated on a different CSP (off-net).

26.7

The market is limited in size due to ongoing on-net promotions and the prevalence of customers
with two or more SIM cards, enabling selection of SIM for on-net SMS.

26.8

CSPs are focusing on offering low cost on-net SMS to drive more on-net traffic as this avoids external
payments for SMS termination and reinforces network effects for their own subscriber base

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
26.9

Interconnection is an essential input for retail telecoms services since it allows customers to make
calls to any other phone user, regardless of which CSP that number is allocated to.

26.10 Access and pricing are therefore the critical areas in regulating mobile termination markets. Without
regulation, incumbent operators could deny access to market entrants or seek economic rents from
smaller competitors.
26.11 These competitive issues in the wholesale mobile SMS termination market would have significant
impact on retail fixed and mobile competition.

Strategic Relevance of Market
26.12 As discussed, interconnection and SMS termination is essential for the proper functioning of the
retail mobile voice markets.
26.13 As such, the market for SMS termination on mobile networks is strategically important to the
development of the Ugandan communications sector.

High-level Competitive Assessment
26.14 Each CSP has a monopoly over terminating SMS to its subscribers as there are no possible substitutes.
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26.15 Current regulation obliges CSPs to interconnect their networks and sets a cap on the termination
rates.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
26.16 SMS termination is commonly regulated in markets that follow the Calling Party’s Network Pays
principle. This includes the majority of countries worldwide.

26.17 Regulating SMS termination charges can limit the incentive to discount on-net SMS and therefore
can help ameliorate the network effects enjoyed by CSPs with large share in the retail market.

Conclusion
26.18 The value of the SMS termination market is small relative to other communications markets.
26.19 The market structure suggest that competitive issues may arise, since one operator is responsible
for 86% of the retail SMS market and two operators have the majority of market share by mobile
connections. Competition in the retail market is directly linked to that in wholesale.
26.20 Ex-ante regulation can address competitive issues in SMS termination. In Uganda, SMS termination
is subject to price control.
26.21 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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27 International Voice Transit and Termination
Market Definition
27.1

The international voice transit and termination market is a wholesale market;

27.2

The product is termination of an voice call, destined for telephony equipment connected to a fixed
or mobile network in another country;

27.3

The voice call may originate on any fixed or mobile voice network in Uganda, providing the call is
routed on the PSTN;

27.4

The wholesale market includes voice transit and termination services offered to licensed fixed and
mobile CSPs; and,

27.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
27.6

Approximately 300 million international voice minutes were originated on both fixed and mobile
lines in Uganda in 2013 (compared to 245 million in 2012). This is a small amount compared to the
15.8 billion national voice minutes, illustrating the relative size of the market for international voice
calls.

27.7

We therefore consider the market to be a small but not insignificant part of the communications
sector.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
27.8

International voice transit is an input to retail international voice calls. Therefore, any competitive
issue in the market will directly impact the retail international voice calls market.

Strategic Relevance of Market
27.9

The market is critical for the proper functioning of the retail international voice call market. Without
international voice transit, CSPs would only be able to send calls to networks that they directly
connect with.

High-level Competitive Assessment
27.10 The international voice transit market is competitive since it is not restricted to global CSPs with
retail operations in Uganda (i.e. MTN, Airtel and Orange). Other global carriers such as Tata
communications and Zain are also relevant.
27.11 In addition, there is the potential for local CSPs to connect to global carriers which have no presence
in Uganda (via international transmission).
27.12 Since International calls terminating in Africa are popular in Uganda, operators with operations in
other countries in the continent may have an advantage. This advantage can also be reflect in cost
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benefits for vertically integrated CSPs, leveraging their infrastructure in Africa to support their own
retail services (i.e. MTN, Airtel and Orange)

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
27.13 Typically, NRAs investigate this market to ensure that there is price transparency and nondiscriminatory access to all CSPs in the market. However, there is not necessarily the application of
ex-ante regulation.
27.14 Ex-post regulation alone should also be able to avoid global carriers with retail presence in the
country (i.e. MTN, Airtel and Orange) from undercutting their retail competitors’ price by leveraging
their international infrastructure and therefore reducing their retail costs.

Conclusion
27.15 The market has strategic relevance and the potential to impact directly the retail provision of
international voice calls.
27.16 Ex-ante regulation may not be effective to address potential competitive issues to arise in this
market.
27.17 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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28 Internet Transit
Market Definition
28.1

The Internet transit market is a wholesale market;

28.2

The product is routing of data destined for a client or server attached to the Internet network of
another CSP, for the avoidance of doubt this excludes networks that are directly connected via a
peering agreement.

28.3

The data may originate on any client or server in Uganda, providing the traffic is routed on the
Internet;

28.4

The wholesale market includes Internet transit services offered to licensed fixed and mobile CSPs;
and,

28.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
28.6

In 2013, there were more than 3.7 million fixed and mobile broadband connections in Uganda
representing a total of 5.8 million Internet users (16.2% of the population)21.

28.7

As the number of connections increases, the Internet usage also rapidly grow since users are
consuming more content and applications over the Internet (e.g. video and music streaming,
messaging services, etc.).

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
28.8

Internet transit is an input of retail fixed and mobile Internet access. A competitive issue in the
wholesale market can directly impact the retail ISP costs.

28.9

It is important to distinguish Internet transit services from backhaul and trunk services. The former
refers to transit connecting different ISPs networks via global connectivity through CSP backbone in
large cities such as Kampala. The latter is related to the trunk segment that connects the ISP network
in remote areas in Uganda to backbone connected to global destinations.

Strategic Relevance of Market
28.10 The market is critical for the proper functioning of the fixed and mobile broadband markets. Without
internet transit, CSPs would only be able to route traffic to networks that they directly connect with.

High-level Competitive Assessment
28.11 CSPs with established backbone that connect to global ISP networks supply Internet transit. MTN is
a significant supplier in the market followed by Orange and Liquid Telecom.

21

Source: ITU, 2013
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28.12 The internet market is competitive since it is not restricted to global CSPs with retail operations in
Uganda (i.e. MTN, Airtel and Orange). Other global carriers such as SEACOM are relevant.
28.13 In addition, there is the potential for local CSPs to connect to global carriers which have no presence
in Uganda (via international transmission).

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
28.14 There is no indication that ex-ante regulation will be effective to address any potential competitive
issue in the market.
28.15 Since the market is not restricted to CSP with operations in Uganda, there is a significant number of
multi-national CSPs offering services in the country.
28.16 We have found no examples of national regulatory authorities using ex-ante regulation to promote
competition in this market.

Conclusion
28.17 The market has strategic relevance, since it is a critical input to retail Internet access services.
28.18 The main suppliers in the markets are not restricted to those with operations in Uganda, but it
includes other global carriers.
28.19 Ex-ante regulation may not be completely effective in prevent any competitive issues impacting the
inputs to CSPs offering wholesale international transit in Uganda.
28.20 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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29 International Transmission
Market Definition
29.1

The international transmission market is a wholesale market;

29.2

The product is leased capacity between two locations, one in Uganda and the other in another
country.

29.3

The product is delivered using a fixed network, and for avoidance of doubt excludes IP VPN and
MPLS services;

29.4

International transmission provides dedicated, permanent, symmetrical connections at a range of
specified bandwidths;

29.5

The wholesale market includes international transmission offered to licensed CSPs only; and,

29.6

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
29.7

International transmission has a significant value for Uganda’s telecom market. It is an important
input to various retail segments, including fixed and mobile broadband.

29.8

Some international suppliers have increased their presence in the country by installing a point of
presence in the country. A significant example is SEACOM, which has opened its point of presence
to not only improve the reach to its submarine cables in Kenya but also increase the competition for
the services.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
29.9

The market is an important input to international leased lines, international voice calling and fixed
and mobile broadband services. Any competitive issues in the market can potentially affect several
retail markets.

Strategic Relevance of Market
29.10 The market is relevant to the broadband Internet access in Uganda. Since the number of Internet
connections have increased significantly in the last years (fixed and mobile), total International
transmission will consequently also increase.
29.11 This is based not only in the number of access, but also the increasing Internet usage as consumer
are relying more Internet content and applications.

High-level Competitive Assessment
29.12 The main CSPs in the market are carriers with presence in Uganda which also have international
infrastructure. MTN and Orange are able to use their infrastructure to connect directly to
international IXPs (relying on submarine cables such as SEACOM, TEAMS and EASSy).
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29.13 Other CSPs, such as Liquid Telecom, are able to convey Internet traffic from its network in Uganda
to submarine cables in Kenya or to other location in Africa. SEACOM has now a Point of Presence
(POP) in Kampala and it is able to offer connectivity directly to international IXPs, leveraging its
submarine infrastructure.
29.14 Since 2001, Uganda has its own IXP (UIXP), however the amount of local peering is limited. The
majority of Internet traffic still goes outside the country (and outside the continent), keeping local
ISPs to significantly reliant on international carriers.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
29.15 Competition in the market appears to be increasing with the deployment of new submarine cables.
Ex-ante regulation may therefore not be warranted.
29.16 We have found no examples of national regulatory authorities using ex-ante regulation to promote
competition in this market.

Conclusion
29.17 The market is relevant since it support a number of business and consumer retail markets.
29.18 There is emerging competition in the market with more submarine cables available from Kenya and
global carriers with presence in Uganda. Some international carriers are also building their presence
in the country.
29.19 Ex-ante regulation may not be warranted or effective.
29.20 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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30 Leased Line Trunk Segment
Market Definition
30.1

The leased line trunk market is a wholesale market;

30.2

The product is leased line trunk segment between two of a wholesale CSP’s points of presence;

30.3

The product is delivered using a fixed network, and for avoidance of doubt excludes IP VPN and
MPLS services;

30.4

Leased line trunk segments provide dedicated, permanent, symmetrical connections at a range of
specified bandwidths;

30.5

The wholesale market includes leased line trunk segments offered to licensed CSPs only; and,

30.6

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
30.7

CSPs use leased lines trunk segments extensively in their networks as an input for both fixed and
mobile broadband services. Therefore, since the broadband market is predicted to grow over the
coming years (see broadband Internet access markets), retail CSPs will also increase the demand for
wholesale bandwidth capacity.

30.8

This will become more evident with the wider deployment of next-generation mobile data networks
in the country (3G and LTE) which serve more end user demand.

30.9

The market size and value is also linked to the retail business connectivity demand since CSPs tend
to buy wholesale capacity to offer retail national and international leased lines.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
30.10 The market is a significant input for retail fixed and mobile broadband and retail leased lines. Mobile
CSPs usually buy trunk capacity to convey traffic from their access network to its core network nodes.
Any competitive issue in the wholesale market will directly impact their retail offers.
30.11 Self-supply is a viable option, but the need for significant investment limits the extent of
infrastructure deployment and maintenance. Moreover, since 3G coverage is still relatively small
compared to 2G (only 23% of total BTS in the country are 3G ones), CSPs still have to significantly
invest on increasing their data network coverage. Therefore, there might be limited resource
available to finance fixed trunk infrastructure investment.

Strategic Relevance of Market
30.12 The market is strategically relevant since wholesale leased line trunk segment supports retail fixed
and mobile broadband offers.
30.13 Wholesale trunk services can become a bottleneck when wholesale CSPs start to impose
unreasonable terms on other retail CSPs.
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30.14 Since self-supply can be an expensive option (i.e. building its own fibre infrastructure), it is important
to guarantee reasonable and fair conditions at the wholesale level.
30.15 The market is also relevant for the competition in the retail business market. Since wholesale
providers also have presence in the retail business market, they have opportunity to leverage their
wholesale operations to impact the retail leased line market.

High-level Competitive Assessment
30.16 Fixed CSPs are the main suppliers in the wholesale trunk segment of leased line (e.g. MTN, UTL and
Liquid Telecom).
30.17 Since the two main wholesale fixed CSPs (MTN and UTL) also offer fixed and mobile retail services,
there is a risk for the creation of market barriers or competitive issues.
30.18 In the business market, smaller CSPs will rely significantly on wholesale CSPs as the investment to
build the infrastructure in all popular routes is extremely high. Therefore, these smaller CSPs will
limit self-supply to the most relevant routes (i.e. within Kampala) but will rely on wholesale for
additional routes.
30.19 From the perspective of fixed and mobile bandwidth demand, CSPs use their own fibre
infrastructure in addition to buying wholesale trunk capacity. However, as is similar in the business
market, the investment in fibre can be significantly high, limiting it to specific areas where there is
considerable demand.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
30.20 Ex-ante regulation can be effective to maintain a fair competitive level in the market.
30.21 Several countries already regulate the wholesale leased line trunk segment market. For example, UK
imposes remedies on the market incumbents to regulate the service wholesale charges and assure
and access (trunk and termination segments).
30.22 Malta, Turkey and South Africa also impose regulations in terms of access provision, nondiscriminatory access and charges transparency and control.

Conclusion
30.23 The market is strategically relevant as it provides inputs to important retail market (fixed and mobile
broadband and business connectivity).
30.24 The market size and values are growing since the demand for broadband Internet access is
increasing significantly.
30.25 All retail operators have self-supply initiatives in some specific areas but they still rely on wholesale
services from the two biggest fixed CSPs for specific routes.
30.26 Ex-ante regulation can be very effective in assuring non-discriminatory access and charges
transparency and control.
30.27 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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31 Leased Line Terminating Segment
Market Definition
31.1

The leased line terminating segment market is a wholesale market;

31.2

The product is leased line terminating segment within Uganda between a wholesale CSP’s point of
presence and a customer site;

31.3

The product is delivered using a fixed network, and for avoidance of doubt excludes IP VPN and
MPLS services;

31.4

Leased line terminating segments provide dedicated, permanent, symmetrical connections at a
range of specified bandwidths;

31.5

The wholesale market includes leased line terminating segments offered to licensed CSPs only; and,

31.6

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
31.7

Similar to wholesale leased line trunk segment, the market value and size is also linked to fixed and
mobile broadband and business connectivity retail markets.

31.8

Therefore, since the broadband market is predicted to increase rapidly over the next years, retail
CSPs will also increase the demand for wholesale bandwidth capacity.

31.9

This becomes more evident with the widely deployment of new data networks in the country (3G
and LTE) which offers more capacity to end-users (businesses and consumers).

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
31.10 The market is an important input for fixed and mobile broadband and retail leased lines.
31.11 Mobile CSPs usually buy terminating capacity to convey traffic from their access network to its core
network nodes.
31.12 Any competitive issue in the wholesale market will impact directly retail offers.
31.13 Self-supply is a viable option, but it requires a significant investment to build last mile fibre
infrastructure.
31.14 Therefore, retail CSPs still rely significantly on wholesale capacity. The possibility of self-provisioning
over wholesale dark fibre is also an alternative, but this is discussed further in the dark fibre
terminating market later in this report.

Strategic Relevance of Market
31.15 Wholesale leased line terminating segment can become a bottleneck for both retail Internet access
and business connectivity.
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31.16 Therefore, unrestricted supply in wholesale market will reduce the barriers for CSPs to be able to
compete with the incumbents in the retail market.
31.17 Since broadband Internet access (fixed and mobile) are growing significantly, it is the market interest
to provide the appropriate conditions for competition in order to assure the provision of quality
services at fair prices to end customer.

High-level Competitive Assessment
31.18 The fixed CSPs are the main providers of wholesale terminating segment and they can leverage their
wholesale presence to increase their position in retail (similar to the dynamics found in the
wholesale leased line trunk segment).
31.19 Alternative business providers, such as Liquid Telecom, have invested in their own infrastructure in
strategic areas, but they still complement their offer buying capacity in other areas.
31.20 There are significant market entry barriers as the investment to build last mile fibre infrastructure
to support a wholesale offer can be significantly. However, with the entrance of Google in the
market has decrease these barriers in specific areas such as Kampala.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
31.21 Ex-ante regulation is effective to maintain a fair competitive level in the market. Other countries
already regulate the wholesale leased line terminating segment market.
31.22 For example, UK imposes remedies on the market incumbents to regulate the service wholesale
charges and assure and access (trunk and terminating segments).
31.23 Malta, Turkey and South Africa also impose regulations in terms of access provision, nondiscriminatory access and charges transparency and control.

Conclusion
31.24 The market is strategically relevant as it provides inputs to important retail market (fixed and mobile
broadband and business connectivity).
31.25 The market size and values are growing since the demand for broadband Internet access is
increasing significantly.
31.26 All retail operators have self-supply initiatives in some specific areas but they still rely on the two
biggest fixed CSPs infra-structure for specific routes.
31.27 Ex-ante regulation can be very effective in assuring non-discriminatory access and charges
transparency and control.
31.28 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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32 Dark Fibre Trunk
Market Definition
32.1

The dark fibre trunk market is a wholesale market;

32.2

The product is a dark fibre trunk segment between two of a wholesale CSP’s points of presence in
Uganda;

32.3

The product is delivered using a point-to-point dark fibre infrastructure (i.e. without active
equipment);

32.4

The wholesale market includes dark fibre trunk segments offered to licensed CSPs only; and,

32.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
32.6

The market has significant indirect value for Uganda’s telecom market. Dark fibre is an input to
several other wholesale services and it consequently impacts the retail market for voce and
broadband Internet services.

32.7

The big telecom groups (MTN, Airtel and UTL) have their own fibre infrastructure in relevant areas,
but they are unlikely to share their infrastructure with other CSPs. Therefore, the demand for
capacity from alternative providers such as CSquared, UETCL and NITA is growing since the
broadband Internet access in the country is growing significantly

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
32.8

This market is an input to leased line trunk segment. Therefore, a competitive issue in the market
can indirectly impact the retail provision of leased lines. However, this in turn ultimately affects the
retail markets for most fixed voice and data services. As such it is a crucial input into the overall
functioning of fixed wholesale and retail markets in Uganda.

32.9

While self-supply is an alternative, the costs to build fibre infrastructure can represent a significant
market barrier, leaving CSPs relying on alternatives to the incumbents’ infrastructure (e.g. UETCL,
NITA and CSquared).

Strategic Relevance of Market
32.10 Dark fibre access is a strategically relevant market given Uganda’s push to develop a world class fibre
infrastructure and retail services based on this infrastructure.
32.11 Trunk infrastructure is a bottleneck for both fixed and mobile CSPs to fulfil them with backhaul and
broadband capacity, which are key elements to many telecom retail services.
32.12 Consequently, the market is strategically significant to UCC’s consideration and intervention
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High-level Competitive Assessment
32.13 Fibre trunk is primarily offered by wholesale fibre CSPs such as NITA and CSquared. However, NITA
and UETCL are capable of providing long-distance trunk services due to their extensive fibre network
across Uganda.
32.14 UETCL’s main proposition is to only focus on offering long-distance trunk services since the length
and reach of its infrastructure represent one of its main value proposition. NITA is also an important
contender in the market as its network connects most of Uganda’s government buildings, therefore
offering a significant reach across the country.
32.15 CSquared entered the wholesale market only two years ago. From stakeholder conversations there
is still an ongoing reaction in the fibre access market. CSquared pricing pressure on the market in
greater Kampala, where the majority of Uganda’s fibre access is required, has lowered prices and
increased ease of access to dark fibre for customers.
32.16

Given these developments, it can be considered premature at this time to investigate whether any
supplier(s) carry undue market power in a market that is still in flux.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
32.17 A number NRAs of other countries have investigated dark fibre trunk such as Singapore, Australia,
Malaysia, Portugal and the UK. In Singapore, functional separation was mandated between the retail
CSP and infrastructure provider. In Australia, like Uganda, fibre backbone was built through a
structurally separated Government owned company, NBN.
32.18 Therefore, it appears on this evidence that ex-ante regulation of dark fibre access is possible under
certain conditions based on international benchmarks.

Conclusion
32.19 While this relatively large market is strategically significant, has potential for ex-ante regulation and
affects a significant number of downstream wholesale and retail markets in the telecommunications
sector, there is little evidence in its current state of flux that the market is not or will not tend
towards competitiveness in the next two or three years, if it is not already.
32.20 Given the significant disruption in the market, it may be best to wait and see how the market evolves
before deciding on any further investigation on competitiveness of this market.
32.21 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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33 Dark Fibre Access
Market Definition
33.1

The dark fibre terminating segment market is a wholesale market;

33.2

The product is dark fibre terminating segment within Uganda between a wholesale CSP’s point of
presence and a customer site;

33.3

The product is delivered using a point-to-point dark fibre infrastructure (i.e. without active
equipment);

33.4

The wholesale market includes dark fibre terminating segments offered to licensed CSPs only; and,

33.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
33.6

The market has significant value for Uganda’s telecom market. Dark fibre is an input to several other
wholesale services and it consequently impacts the retail market for voice and broadband Internet
services.

33.7

MTN, Airtel (also through Warid assets) and UTL have their own fibre infrastructure in many
metropolitan areas. Therefore, the demand for capacity from alternative providers such as CSquared,
UETCL and NITA is growing since the broadband Internet access in the country is growing
significantly.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
33.8

This market is an input to leased line trunk segment. Therefore, a competitive issue in the market
can indirectly impact the retail provision of leased lines. However, this in turn ultimately affects the
retail markets for most fixed voice and data services. As such it is a crucial input into the overall
functioning of fixed wholesale and retail markets in Uganda.

33.9

While self-supply is an alternative, the costs to build fibre infrastructure can represent a significant
market barrier, leaving CSPs relying on alternatives to the incumbents’ infrastructure (e.g. NITA and
CSquared).

Strategic Relevance of Market
33.10 Dark fibre access is a strategically relevant market given Uganda’s push to develop a world class fibre
infrastructure and retail services based on this infrastructure.
33.11 Last mile access has traditionally been a significant issue in Uganda with stakeholders voicing their
difficulties to the UCC repeatedly, making this a strategically significant market to the UCC for
consideration and intervention.
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High-level Competitive Assessment
33.12 Fibre Access is primarily offered by wholesale fibre CSPs such as NITA, CSquared, Roke Telkom, MTN,
Airtel and UTL.
33.13 However, the majority of metropolitan fibre access is provided by CSquared, NITA and UTL. This is
largely down to their relative size and ability to cost effectively deploy last mile fibre, particularly in
urban areas where it tends to be expensive to do so.
33.14 CSquared, the Google-backed fibre wholesaler focused primarily in Kampala, has about 600 km of
fibre in the greater Kampala area. Roke Telkom has about 360 km of fibre in the same area while
Warid has under 100km. NITA has about 1600 km of fibre across Uganda, with a substantial amount
of this focused in metropolitan areas for connecting up government sites (as per its mandate).
33.15 CSquared entered the wholesale market only two years ago. From stakeholder conversations there
is still an ongoing reaction in the fibre access market. CSquared pricing pressure on the market in
greater Kampala, where the majority of Uganda’s fibre access is required, has lowered prices and
increased ease of access to dark fibre for customers.
33.16 Given these developments, it can be considered premature at this time to investigate whether any
supplier(s) carry undue market power in a market that is still in flux.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
33.17 A number NRAs of other countries have investigated dark fibre access such as Bahrain, Singapore,
New Zealand, Australia, Malaysia, Nigeria, EU countries and the UK.
33.18 In Singapore and New Zealand, functional separation was mandated between the retail CSP and
infrastructure provider. In Australia, a fibre backbone was built through a structurally separated
Government owned company, NBN.
33.19 Unbundling and wholesale access has been a key regulatory intervention used in Hong Kong to
ensure fair and transparent access to last mile fibre infrastructure.
33.20 South Africa, finally, investigated and decided to unbundle fibre access 4 years ago but no progress
has been made on this front. New Zealand, on the other hand, ruled against unbundling as a
regulatory measure.
33.21 Therefore, it appears on this evidence that ex-ante regulation of dark fibre access is possible under
certain conditions based on international benchmarks.

Conclusion
33.22 While this relatively large market is strategically significant, has potential for ex-ante regulation and
affects a significant number of downstream wholesale and retail markets in the telecommunications
sector, there is little evidence in its current state of flux that the market is not or will not tend
towards competitiveness in the next two or three years, if it is not already.
33.23 Given the significant disruption in the market, it may be best to wait and see how the market evolves
before deciding on any further investigation on competitiveness of this market.
33.24 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant.
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34 Cell Site Passive Infrastructure
Market Definition
34.1

The cell site passive access market is a wholesale market;

34.2

The product is leased space on towers and masts for the purposes of deploying mobile network cell
sites;

34.3

The product is delivered using passive infrastructure designed for mobile cell sites, for the avoidance
of doubt the market excludes TV and radio masts;

34.4

The wholesale market includes cell site passive infrastructure offered to licensed wireless CSPs only;
and,

34.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
34.6

There are currently around 3,000 cell sites in Uganda. Of those, there are 1,933 cell sites being leased.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
34.7

This market is an input into the markets for all of the retail and wholesale mobile networks, i.e.:
voice call termination on mobile networks, national roaming, mobile network access, mobile
platform access and SMS termination.

Strategic Relevance of Market
34.8

Cell site passive infrastructure access is a market that emerged recently with the entry of tower
companies into Uganda two years ago.

34.9

This has allowed mobile CSPs to sell off their cell site infrastructure and raise capital for investment
in active network technologies, customer acquisition and increasing service quality.

34.10 In return, they have an increased operating expense from the ongoing cost of leasing back their cell
site infrastructure from the tower companies.
34.11 This may lead to some cost reduction benefits to the mobile telecoms subsector in the coming years
via infrastructure sharing and consolidation, and some CSPs expect prices to fall in the long-run to
below previous operating costs.
34.12 However, the critical nature of cell site passive infrastructure to the mobile networks raises the
strategic importance of this network. If there was a breakdown in the supply agreement between a
tower company and an MNO, it could have disastrous consequences.
34.13 Due to the critical nature of the assets in this market, we consider it strategically significant.
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High-level Competitive Assessment
34.14 As a relatively new market in Uganda, it is challenging to assess the competitive levels in this market.
The market appears to be highly concentrated, with two large independent infrastructure providers
in the form of Eaton Towers and ATC Uganda.
34.15 These two service providers claim the majority of the market share (by cell sites). The majority of
mobile CSPs partially self-supply, with the exception of UTL that mostly self-supplies. In fact, most
mobile CSPs currently use a mix of self-supply, leased towers and shared infrastructure (e.g. MTN
and Airtel share more than 120 towers).
34.16 However, there do not appear to be any significant issues with access or pricing in this wholesale
market despite this market share, though it requires further understanding and analysis to
appreciate how the market may evolve.
34.17 Consequently, it is our view that further investigation of this market for possible competition issues
is required.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
34.18 Ex-ante regulation for cell site infrastructure access typically takes the form of the open access
conditions and monitoring of prices agreed between the infrastructure providers and the CSPs.
34.19 However, ex-post regulation may be sufficient to address competition issues in this market as the
majority of CSPs can switch to self-supply if required (at least in part).

Conclusion
34.20 Despite its relatively small market size, the wholesale market for cell site passive infrastructure is
strategically relevant in the context of the wider functioning of the mobile telecommunications
subsector.
34.21 There are no obvious competition issues though the potential evolution of the market requires
better understanding in order to understand if any issues exist.
34.22 Despite ex-ante regulation being viable in this market, the threat of ex-post action may be sufficient
to address any potential competitive issues raised.
34.23 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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35 National Roaming
Market Definition
35.1

The national roaming market is a wholesale market;

35.2

The product enables the subscribers of one mobile CSP in Uganda to access the network of another
mobile CSP in Uganda;

35.3

The product is delivered by configuring the host CSP’s network to allow the roaming subscribers to
attach to the network;

35.4

The wholesale market includes national roaming offered to mobile CSPs only; and,

35.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
35.6

The market size for national roaming is small since there is only one agreement in place. This is
between UTL and Smart Telecom.

35.7

We believe there is limited demand for national roaming to improve coverage. However if there
were, mobile CSPs may be reluctant to offer national roaming agreement as network coverage, is
still a major competitive differentiator in the mobile retail markets in Uganda.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
35.8

This market is an input into the markets for retail mobile national and international voice calls and
SMS, and broadband Internet access from a mobile terminal.

35.9

It is important to note that an MNO would still be able to provide downstream services in the
absence of national roaming, however these would be limited to the MNO’s own network footprint.

Strategic Relevance of Market
35.10 National roaming is typically investigated or regulated for four reasons:
 To support the operations of new entrants while they expand and invest in their
network infrastructure;
 To ensure national coverage in a geographically large country without the need for a
customer to have multiple SIMs;
 To address coverage issues in underserved areas;
 To provide the widest possible coverage to consumers for the purpose of emergency
communications.
35.11 All of these reasons may apply to Uganda, and given the existence of new entrants and Uganda’s
status as a geographically large and partially underserved country, ensuring that access to national
roaming is can be seen as strategically significant to ensuring universal access and effective
competition in the retail mobile telephony markets.
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High-level Competitive Assessment
35.12 Currently, only one pair of CSPs have a national roaming agreement, Smart Telecom and Uganda
Telecom. Smart subscribers out of range of its 3G network will roam onto Uganda Telecom’s mobile
network while Smart continues to build out its network. However, as Uganda Telecom does not
currently offer 3G services, this service is not provided to Smart Telecom user when domestically
roaming.
35.13 Furthermore, several mobile CSPs have near-nationwide mobile network coverage in Uganda
though underserved areas (with poor or no mobile coverage) exist.
35.14 Additionally, the spread of data networks (i.e. 3G and LTE) is variable amongst CSPs due to the
significant investment required in deploying these networks nationwide, resulting in CSPs to
prioritising high demand areas such as Greater Kampala and other metro areas.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
35.15 Examples of regulators investigating the effectiveness of ex-ante regulation for national roaming can
be found in the UK, Australia, France, Saudi Arabia, Nepal, Brazil and the EU.
35.16 In Australia, while the NRA found evidence to suggest that national roaming was important to
promoting competition, no specific regulatory intervention was made in favour of ongoing
monitoring of future developments.
35.17 France imposed regulation on the market targeted at reducing the number of underserved areas
(rather than on promoting competition) that encouraged infrastructure sharing and obligated CSPs
to increase coverage as part of their licence conditions.
35.18 In Brazil, the regulator ruled that all CSPs should offer national roaming access to other CSPs
customers.
35.19 Lastly, ex-post regulation would be insufficient in the case of new entrants as a considerable amount
of resources would be required to investigate and mediate access conditions and pricing.
35.20 Given the above successful ex-ante regulation in other jurisdictions and the insufficiency of ex-post
intervention, ex-ante regulation for this wholesale market is considered viable if evidence of
preventable competition issues exists.

Conclusion
35.21 Ex-ante regulation is viable in this market, and the threat of ex-post action may not be sufficient to
address any competitive issues identified in this market.
35.22 It can be seen from other jurisdictions that effective ex-ante regulation of the wholesale markets
can improve outcomes in the downstream retail markets relying on it.
35.23 Since most of the suppliers in the market have significant national coverage, the market is only
relevant to small CSPs and new entrants.
35.24 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is not relevant at this time.
35.25 National roaming should however be considered as a potential option in the future if there were a
spectrum award that may bring about a new entrant MNO.
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36 Mobile Network Access for MVNO
Market Definition
36.1

The mobile network access for MVNO market is a wholesale market;

36.2

The product enables the subscribers of an MVNO to access the network of a mobile CSP in Uganda;

36.3

There are several possible implementations of this product, all of which involve the MNO configuring
its network to provide access to the MVNO’s subscribers;

36.4

The wholesale market includes mobile network access offered to MVNOs only; and,

36.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
36.6

The MVNO market is still nascent in Uganda since the first and only MVNO in the country (K2
Telecom) was only launched in 2013. By the end of 2013 K2 Telecom had approximately 135,000
subscriptions, which represents less than 1% of the market.

36.7

However, this market has potential for growth, especially since MVNOs typically focus on optimising
revenue from customer sub-segments that larger CSPs tend to overlook. However, the market
potential relies on the likelihood to opening their networks to potential MVNOs entering the country.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
36.8

This market is an input into the markets for retail mobile national and international voice calls and
SMS, and broadband Internet access from a mobile terminal.

36.9

Upstream to this market are the wholesale markets for cell site passive infrastructure and leased
lines.

Strategic Relevance of Market
36.10 Mobile network access represents a relevant market since it support additional new entrants to
improve the level of retail competition in the provision of mobile telephony services or to ensure
the optimal utilisation of scarce resources such as spectrum.
36.11 While demand for mobile network access appears limited amongst existing CSPs, it is an important
market entry option for a new entrant wishing to target a niche customer segment or to offer a
disruptive market proposition.
36.12 With these in mind, ensuring mobile network access can be seen as strategically significant to the
effective operation of the retail mobile telephony markets.

High-level Competitive Assessment
36.13 Currently, there is only one MVNO agreement in place between K2 Telecom and Orange Uganda. K2
offers a number of retail mobile services using Orange’s network including voice, data and SMS.
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36.14 While a number of issues have been identified in this agreement, it is unclear at this time whether
these are due to the lack of competitive constraints on the market or due to business decisions made
by the CSPs involved.
36.15 Consequently, further investigation of this market for possible competition issues around the
provision of access will not be necessary at this time as the market evolves.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
36.16 Ex-ante regulation for mobile network access has been imposed in a number of other countries.
36.17 Remedies typically take the form of regulation and monitoring of access conditions and prices
agreed between the host CSP and the MVNO or reseller (e.g. Brazil, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, etc.).

Conclusion
36.18 Despite its relatively small market size, the wholesale market for mobile network access is
strategically relevant in the context of the wider functioning of the mobile telecommunications
subsector.
36.19 Importantly, the fact that there is indication that MNOs are not open to providing mobile network
access to a MVNO represents potential competitive issues. As such, further investigation is required
to confirm whether there is any competitive issue in the market.
36.20 Ex-ante regulation has been applied in this market in a number of other countries.
36.21 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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37 Mobile Platform Access for SMS-based Applications
Market Definition
37.1

The mobile platform access for SMS-based applications is a wholesale market;

37.2

The product provides access to the SMS platform of a mobile CSP in Uganda;

37.3

The product enables SMS messages to be sent between an application on a server and the mobile
handsets of the MNO’s subscribers;

37.4

The wholesale market includes mobile platform access for SMS-based applications offered to
application service providers and SMS aggregators; and,

37.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
37.6

Bulk SMS and SMS for value-added services (VAS) has been established in Uganda for a number of
years. Unfortunately, data on the market is limited though the SMS market as a whole can provide
context.

37.7

However, SMS-based applications represent a growing opportunity for CSPs to generate more value
from traditional SMS by selling SMS termination in bulk for advertising purposes. Furthermore,
application developers creating VAS on behalf of or independently of mobile CSPs produce traffic
volumes of several million SMS by offering their SMS-based applications to mobile CSP subscribers.

37.8

At this time it is difficult to identify the market trend, but given the value of mobile financial services
market (MFS) into which SMS is an input, it can be reasonably surmised that the market growth will
continue to at least be driven by growth in MFS.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
37.9

This market is an input into retail mobile VAS and bulk SMS markets. Therefore, changes to pricing
and access associated with this market affect the profitability and availability of consumer-facing
SMS-based applications and bulk SMS.

37.10 It is important to note that SMS is also an input (primarily for notifications) into the highly valuable
retail MFS market as well.

Strategic Relevance of Market
37.11 Mobile platform access for SMS-based applications represents a strategically important market to
businesses, application developers and advertisers.
37.12 While demand for mobile platform access appears limited amongst existing CSPs, it allows access
seekers to reach a wide potential customer base for the purpose of providing transactional and/or
informational services. This is particularly so in Uganda, given the large number of feature phones
in use.
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37.13 These applications can be used by businesses to offer customers SMS notifications (typically paid for
by the business) or by developers to offer information services such as news or weather (with each
SMS charged to the customer at a premium rate).
37.14 With these in mind, ensuring mobile platform access for SMS-based services can be seen as
strategically significant to Ugandan businesses.

High-level Competitive Assessment
37.15 MTN has approximately 60% of the market share of SMS-based applications by revenue. MTN is also
seen to be more supportive of VAS than the rest of the market.
37.16 The main entry barrier for an independent SMS-based application provider is securing access to the
MNO platform at a commercially viable price.
37.17 MNOs have previously been hesitant to negotiate access to their platforms for the provision of thirdparty services to their customers. Existing revenue share agreements and contractual obligations for
SMS services have been reported to be imbalanced and requiring further oversight.
37.18 Lastly, high costs are involved in obtaining a licence for SMS, which acts as a barrier to new entrants
wishing to even test their application for viability.
37.19

Without detailed data at this time, it is difficult to identify whether the competition issues reported
are due to SMP in the market. However, further investigation of this market is deemed to be
necessary based on the above high-level assessment

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
37.20 Ex-ante regulation for mobile platform access for SMS-based applications typically takes the form of
the regulation and monitoring of access conditions and prices agreed between MNOs and access
seekers, as has been done in Australia.
37.21 Furthermore, ex-post regulation would be insufficient to protect new entrants as a considerable
amount of resources would be required to investigate and mediate access conditions and pricing.
37.22 Given the potential for ex-ante regulation and the insufficiency of ex-post intervention, ex-ante
regulation for this wholesale market is considered viable.

Conclusion
37.23 Despite its relatively small market size, the wholesale market for mobile platform access for SMSbased applications is strategically relevant in the context of the wider functioning of the mobile
telecommunications subsector, particularly mobile financial services and VAS.
37.24 Further investigation is required to confirm whether there is any SMP and are any competitive issues
in the market as a result of this SMP.
37.25 The threat of ex-post action may not be sufficient to address any competitive issues identified in this
market; ex-ante regulation is potentially more effective in this regard.
37.26 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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38 Mobile Platform Access for USSD-based Applications
Market Definition
38.1

The mobile platform access for USSD-based applications is a wholesale market;

38.2

The product provides access to the USSD platform of a mobile CSP in Uganda;

38.3

The product enables USSD messages to be sent between an application on a server and the mobile
handsets of the MNO’s subscribers;

38.4

The wholesale market includes mobile platform access for USSD-based applications offered to
application service providers and USSD aggregators; and,

38.5

The geographic scope of the market encompasses the whole of the geographic region of Uganda
and does not differentiate between different regions within Uganda.

Relevant Market Identification and Prioritisation
Relative Size and Value of Market
38.6

USSD applications have been established in Uganda for a number of years. Unfortunately, data on
the wholesale inputs to this market is limited though the retail mobile financial services (MFS)
market as a whole can provide context. Retail MFS is the most significant use case of USSD in Uganda,
when defined to include all virtual transactions backed by real currency, including transfers,
remittances, airtime top-ups and bill payments.

38.7

There are currently approximately 18M mobile money users in Uganda, making 446 million mobile
money transactions per year in Uganda, worth a total of UGX 22.2 trillion.22 The number of users is
also growing at a year-on-year rate of 46%, and with less than half of the 37.6 million population yet
to take-up mobile phone, let alone sign up for MFS, the potential for growth is significant.

38.8

The ability to developed and offer USSD-based applications to mobile users, being the primary
means for any interested party to tap into the fast-growing, high-value MFS movement, makes USSD
platform access a highly valuable market.

Upstream-Downstream Market Dynamics
38.9

This market is an input into retail mobile VAS such as MFS. Therefore, changes to pricing and access
associated with this market affect the profitability and availability of consumer-facing USSD-based
applications.

38.10 It is important to note that USSD is a critical input into the highly valuable retail MFS market, and it
is not possible to provide a competitive retail MFS service without access to a mobile CSP’s USSD
platform.

22

Bank of Uganda, Q2 2014
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Strategic Relevance of Market
38.11 Mobile platform access represents a relevant market since it supports popular and fast-growing VAS
such as mobile financial services (e.g. remittances, banking, airtime top-up and bill payment).
38.12 While demand for mobile platform access for USSD-based applications has been limited by
competition amongst existing CSPs, it is valuable for businesses and application developers looking
to develop and offer a service with access to an MNO’s customer base. Competition in this area can
thus spur innovation of VAS and may reduce cost to consumers.
38.13 With these in mind, ensuring mobile platform access for USSD-based applications can be seen as
strategically significant to Ugandan society as a whole.

High-level Competitive Assessment
38.14 The main entry barrier for an independent USSD-based application provider is securing access to the
MNO platform at a commercially viable price.
38.15 MNOs have previously been hesitant to negotiate access to their platforms for the provision of thirdparty services to their customers.
38.16 Lastly, high costs are involved in obtaining a licence for USSD, which acts as a barrier to new entrants
wishing to even test their application for viability.
38.17 Without detailed data at this time, it is difficult to identify whether the competition issues reported
are due to SMP in the market. However, further investigation of this market is deemed to be
necessary based on the above high-level assessment.

Potential for Ex-Ante Regulation
38.18 Ex-ante regulation for mobile platform access for USSD-based applications typically takes the form
of the regulation and monitoring of access conditions and prices agreed between MNOs and access
seekers, as has been done in India.
38.19 Furthermore, ex-post regulation would be insufficient to protect new entrants as a considerable
amount of resources would be required to investigate and mediate access conditions and pricing.
38.20 Given the potential for ex-ante regulation and the insufficiency of ex-post intervention, ex-ante
regulation for this wholesale market is considered viable.

Conclusion
38.21 The wholesale market for mobile platform access for USSD-based applications is strategically and
economically relevant in the context of the wider functioning of mobile telecommunications, and
particularly, mobile financial services.
38.22 Further investigation is required to confirm whether there is any SMP and are any competitive issues
in the market as a result of this SMP.
38.23 The threat of ex-post action may not be sufficient to address any competitive issues identified in this
market; ex-ante regulation is potentially more effective in this regard.
38.24 In light of these findings, we conclude that the market is relevant.
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39 List of Relevant Markets
39.1

Based on the foregoing analysis, 13 of the 23 candidate communications markets have been
identified as being relevant for SMP assessment.

39.2

These markets require further assessment and analysis to identify whether there are competition
issues and whether any suppliers in the market have SMP.

39.3

The findings of the analysis are summarised in the table below.

List of Candidate Markets and Indication of Relevance

#

Product

Type

Geography

Customers

Relevant
Market

1

Mobile Access, National
Voice Calls and SMS

Retail

National

Consumer and
business customers

Yes

2

Broadband Internet Access
from a Mobile Terminal

Retail

National

Consumer and
business customers

Yes

3

PSTN Access and National
Voice Calls from a Fixed
Location

Retail

National

Consumer and
business customers

No

4

Outbound International voice
calls

Retail

National

Consumer and
business customers

No

5

Broadband Internet Access
from a Fixed Location

Retail

National
(Potentially
multiple subnational)

Consumer and
business customers

Yes

6

Business Dedicated Internet
Access

Retail

National

Business customers

No

7

National Leased Lines

Retail

National

Business customers

Yes

8

International Leased Lines

Retail

National

Business customers

No

9

Call Termination on Mobile
Networks

Wholesale

National

Licensed mobile and
fixed CSPs

Yes

10

Call Termination on Fixed
Networks

Wholesale

National

Licensed mobile and
fixed CSPs

Yes

11

SMS Termination

Wholesale

National

Licensed mobile CSPs

Yes

12

International Voice Transit
and Termination

Wholesale

National

Licensed mobile and
fixed CSPs

No
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13

Internet Transit

Wholesale

National

Licensed fixed,
Internet and mobile
CSPs

No

14

International Transmission

Wholesale

National

Licensed fixed and
mobile CSPs

No

15

Leased Line Trunk Segment

Wholesale

National

Licensed mobile and
fixed CSPs

Yes

16

Leased Line Terminating Segment

Wholesale

National

Licensed fixed and
mobile CSPs

Yes

17

Dark Fibre Trunk

Wholesale

National

Licensed fixed,
Internet and mobile
CSPs

No

18

Dark Fibre Access

Wholesale

National

Licensed fixed,
Internet and mobile
CSPs

No

19

Cell Site Passive Infrastructure

Wholesale

National

Licensed wireless
CSPs

Yes

20

National Roaming

Wholesale

National

Licensed mobile CSPs

No

21

Mobile Network Access for
MVNO

Wholesale

National

Licensed CSPs
(MVNOs)

Yes

22

Mobile Platform Access for SMSBased Applications

National

Licenced mobile CSPs,
SMS Aggregators,
Application Service
Providers

Yes

National

Licenced mobile CSPs,
USSD Aggregators,
Application Service
Providers

Yes

23

Mobile Platform Access for USSDBased Applications
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